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Introduction 
 
The Colville Tribes’ forest resources comprise a large portion of the trust lands of the 
Colville Reservation and provide a major source of revenue and employment for the 
tribal government and the community. Timber harvesting under tribal and BIA 
management at this scale, along with livestock grazing, constitutes a major federal 
action under the provisions of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and 
necessitates the preparation of a Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement (EIS). 
 
In 1988, the BIA began a national IRMP initiative intended to develop comprehensive, 
integrated plans for each reservation. The passage of Indian forestry and agriculture acts 
in the early 1990s established the requirement that forest and agricultural plans comply 
with tribal Integrated Resource Management Plans.  
 
An Integrated Resource Management Plan (IRMP) is defined as a tribe’s strategic plan 
for the comprehensive management of a reservation’s resources. IRMPs are developed 
in a process that examines the relationships among natural resources and their various 
uses, economic trends, cultural needs, and social forces. The ultimate goal of an IRMP is 
to create a balance within natural resource management actions that reflects the social, 
cultural, economic, and natural resource values of reservation residents. 
 
The Draft Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) assessed the 
potential environmental and socioeconomic effects associated with implementation of 
the 2015 Integrated Resource Management Plan (IRMP) for the Colville Indian 
Reservation. The focus of the DEIS is the likely environmental and socioeconomic 
impacts of timber harvesting and livestock grazing as they are to be managed under the 
goals and objectives of the IRMP. 
 
The DEIS was completed in November 2016 and in 2017, the BIA and the EPA 
published Notices of Availability in the Federal Register. The IRMP and the DEIS were 
posted on the Tribes' website and hard copies of the DEIS were provided at eight 
locations on the Reservation for public review. 
 
In July 2017, community meetings were held in four Reservation communities to receive 
public comments on the DEIS. Written comments were also received. This document 
presents the comments received and provides responses, as required by NEPA. To 
facilitate review, the comments have been organized into topic areas. 
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Public Review Comments and Responses 
 
The Planning Process 
 
Community Involvement 
Comments: 
 I wish that there were more people participating because a lot of people don't recognize that 
it's a part of our sovereignty. 
 
 I don't think my voice is heard and I've heard it from tribal members time and time again, and 
it's a foregone conclusion, what's going to happen. I've been doing NEPA for the last 10 years 
and I do the EA sections.  There's always a FONSI, it's like a rubber stamp all the time. I've seen 
that time and time again, so here's a perfect example of that. I don't have faith that any of our 
comments are going to be heard. 
 
 Will our comments be presented to the council in a manner that deals with our concerns that 
are raised? Giving them a copy is one thing, because I know how that works. It doesn't guarantee 
that they will take the time to sit with the document. I don't think they're going to invest that 
much time frankly, even with an executive summary.  That's asking too much, too.  I mean, I get 
it, and that effort just seems like it's not going to get us very far in being heard again. 
 
 I was hoping tonight we would be helping put things together that we want, to make it whole.  
We know we're not functioning 100 percent, maybe not even 50 percent, and if we keep arguing 
about this, that, and the other thing, we're always going to be that way. 
 
 Protecting cultural and natural resources on the Colville Reservation is very difficult for a 
number of reasons.   In an effort to better prepare managers and technical specialists with project 
coordination and strategy, I recommend that all Colville Tribal and Colville Agency natural 
resource management and land use regulation departments complete conflict or dispute 
resolution trainings on an annual basis and that the Bureau of Indian Affairs have third party 
consultants on hand to mediate or facilitate conflict and stakeholder assessments.  An example of 
one such entity that offers assistance to entities on collaboration, negotiation and conflict 
resolution is the Consensus Building Institute, see http://www.cbuilding.org/. 
 
Response: 
One of the most important steps in the preparation of an IRMP is community outreach. 
For this reason, the Tribes' IRMP Core Team conducted a community survey in 2014. 
Over 1,000 surveys were completed, representing a 10 percent sample of the 
Reservation population. The Colville Reservation Community Survey solicited input 
from tribal members and residents of the Colville Reservation. The purpose of the 
survey was to document the community’s priorities, preferences, and concerns 
regarding the management of the Tribes’ natural resources. 
 
The IRMP Core Team developed initial concepts for the IRMP, including four additional 
alternative management strategies. These were presented in the community survey to 
ascertain the community's management preference. A majority of survey respondents 
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and the IRMP Core Team chose Alternative 2 (to enhance and improve the existing 
IRMP) as the preferred alternative. The team recommended Alternative 2 to the Tribal 
Council and they agreed with the recommendation and unanimously passed a resolution 
to develop Alternative 2 into the IRMP. 
 
The community survey results played an important role in developing goals and 
objectives for the management of the natural resources of the Colville Reservation. The 
results revealed the ways that community members use natural resources such as 
firewood and plant gathering, hunting and fishing, and recreational activities along the 
lakes, streams and rivers of the Reservation. The results also revealed community 
perceptions of the Tribes’ management of forest and range resources and the benefits 
that accrue to the Tribes' membership and the Reservation community, as well as the 
flora and fauna of the Reservation. In 2015, the Results of the 2014 Community Survey 
were published and posted on the Tribes' website. The survey results were formally 
presented to the Tribal Council. 
 
During 2015, the team developed the IRMP and presented a draft to the Tribal Council 
in September. In October, the draft IRMP was posted on the Tribes' website for public 
review. After additional review and revisions, the most recent draft of the IRMP was 
posted on the Tribes' website in January 2017 for public review and comment.  
 
Scoping meetings for the DEIS were then announced on the Tribes’ website, public 
notices were posted at community facilities and email notices were sent to interested 
members of the Reservation community. Public scoping meetings were held at 
community centers in Inchelium, Keller, Omak, Nespelem, and the Tribes’ 
administration building in October 2015.  
 
The scoping meetings included a presentation of the IRMP planning process, the 
alternative management approaches that were considered by the IRMP Core Team and 
the Colville Business Council, and the ranking of alternatives by the participants in the 
Community Survey. The presentation also provided an overview of the content of the 
IRMP and the management enhancements developed as part of the preferred 
management alternative. Comments received at the meetings were summarized in the 
Scoping Meetings Report that was provided to the Tribal Council, the IRMP Core Team 
and the Reservation community via the Tribes' website. 
 
The DEIS was prepared and underwent administrative review by the IRMP C0re Team. 
It was then provided to the Tribal Council for their review. Revisions were made based 
on these reviews, and the DEIS was posted on the Tribes' website in anticipation of 
public and agency review. 
 
In the course of preparing the IRMP, the Core Team encountered a number of 
conflicting priorities. These were expected. Concerns were expressed by team members 
that some interdepartmental communications were unnecessarily adversarial. Most of 
the interactions of this multidisciplinary team, however, were professional and 
productive, ultimately resulting in the successful preparation of an IRMP and DEIS. 
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The Planning Team 
Comments: 
Why on earth did we get these outside people from Denver and San Francisco to do the EIS, 
when we had this fellow in Portland that did the EIS for the first IRMP. Why didn’t we just have 
him do it? I even called the fellow from Denver and asked him "Are you really out here? Do you 
have people out here in the field doing these tests?" 
 
This is the second group of consultants that have actually put words in the mouths of the 
people on the IRMP team. The first group walked all over John St-Pierre and this consultant 
walked all over this team. There's been a lot of arguments that I've heard about what they wanted 
put in there and what the consultant interpreted and put in there. That's what makes me so angry. 
It’s like we pay them cold hard cash that they can take and spend anywhere, hundreds of 
thousands of dollars and that doesn't come easy to us. 
 
Response: 
The Tribes' Natural Resources Restoration Plan of 2013 provided that consultants be 
contracted as necessary to provide technical support to the IRMP Core Team, develop 
data, conduct analyses, create alternatives, prepare exhibits and educational materials, 
edit the IRMP document, and write the Environmental Impact Statement. Funding for 
the Restoration Plan and development of the IRMP and EIS came from the funds 
settling the litigation between the Tribes and the federal government. 
 
The IRMP Core Team chose the Center for Applied Research to provide this technical 
support, based on the Center's expertise in integrated resource management planning 
and environmental impact analysis. In addition, the Center has a long history of working 
for tribal governments throughout the western United States. 
 
Per the objectives of the Restoration Plan, the Center was contracted to facilitate the 
preparation of the IRMP. The Center's approach to integrated resource management 
planning encourages the participatory and consensual development of an IRMP by the 
managers of the Reservation's natural and cultural resources, taking into consideration 
the concerns and priorities of the Reservation community as revealed in a community 
survey.  The basis of an IRMP are the management goals and objectives. These were 
prepared by the Tribes' representatives from the following departments and programs: 
 

• Forestry 
• Rangeland 
• Environmental Trust 
• Fish & Wildlife 
• History and Archaeology 
• Parks and Recreation 
• Fire Management 

 
The IRMP also derives much of its narrative from management plans and technical 
reports provided by the departments and programs. In addition, the IRMP underwent 
numerous draft reviews by the IRMP Core Team and natural resources staff. 
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The Integrated Resource Management Plan 
Comments: 
The BIA needs this document to continue harvesting timber and managing the reservation. 
Some of the frustration is that we have a very broken system across all the reservation. The BIA 
is broken, the tribes decision-making processes are broken and this reflects that loud and proud. 
And it's just sickening, because things that need to be addressed, like why people don't do the 
things they are supposed to do in their jobs that they are put in, is a human thing and that's not 
addressed. You can talk about mistletoe, and overstock of cattle, and depletion of water 
resources, but those are human caused issues and that's the way humans think. We do not want to 
allow people that are trained in those ways to bring that transformational change. 
 
This isn't transformational change and that's what we need. We don't need another plan that 
says that we recommend that you harvest this much because we are already told what's going to 
be harvested and why. 
 
While integration of resource needs was the desire of the staff working on the first IRMP, the 
integration of the resources was never achieved. As a result, impacts to streams, lakes, and the 
land continue with mass wasting and ecological damages that resulted in the tribe suing the BIA 
for mismanagement of their lands. To date the integration of all resources has not occurred and 
the BIA continues to use the same practices that caused so much damage to the Tribes' resources. 
 
The greatest problem with the first IRMP was the lack of integration of all resources and 
goals. This document continues this non-integration for the Tribes' resources other than Forestry 
and Range. The Environmental Trust Department tasked with overseeing forestry practices, is 
not allowed to do its job. Instead, following the Canadian policy, where the industry monitors 
their own activity, the 3P process makes an effort to integrate, but requirements worked out are 
most often not put into the actual harvest contract with the contractors, with specific language to 
ensure that integration is carried into implementation. 
 
When Forestry talked to the first IRMP consultant they found out that he had attributed the 
rainfall amount from Inchelium across the Reservation indicating a much higher growth rate than 
what was actually seen on the ground.  All of these factors led to an unsustainable practice and 
ultimately led to a lawsuit against the BIA/US government for mismanagement of the tribes’ 
resources and the $193 million dollar award to the Colville reservation for damages. Is that the 
plan again? 
 
Seven IRMP draft reviews are a lot of reviews. My concern is how were those reviews, and 
the issues that came out of those reviews, did that change the scope of the document? Because all 
that we can say is that we have to take your word for it. 
 
Response: 
Integrated resource management is an approach to reservation resource management 
that takes a whole system approach, viewing all resources (natural, social, cultural, and 
economic) as being interrelated in such a manner that management actions directed at 
one resource also affect others. As such, the integrated resource management approach 
accommodates the management of natural resources that involve multiple, and 
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sometimes, conflicting uses. In developing the IRMP, the goal of the planning effort was 
to provide a plan that balances multiple uses in a way that ensures the long-term 
sustainability of all the natural resources that are important to the tribes of the Colville 
Reservation. 
 
Integrated resource management planning on the Colville Reservation is a fairly recent 
development in the history of the Reservation. It wasn’t until 1960, with passage of the 
Multiple Use - Sustained Yield Act, that the federal government acknowledged that 
natural resources such as forests and rangelands are used for multiple purposes.  
 
From the earliest years of timber harvesting, the management of the Reservation's 
natural resources were not guided by any planning documents. The first formal forest 
management plan for the forests of the Colville Reservation was prepared in 1961 after a 
half century of timber harvesting. The plan emphasized the production of timber crops.  
 
The 2000 IRMP was the first multiple use natural resource management plan developed 
for the Colville Reservation after almost a century of timber harvesting and grazing. The 
IRMP provided a holistic approach to the natural resources of the Reservation: the 
watersheds, forests, rangelands and the fish, wildlife and humans who inhabit them.  
 
In 2005, the Colville Tribes and 40 other federally-recognized tribes filed a lawsuit 
against the United States, in which the tribes alleged that the Department of the Interior 
and the Department of the Treasury had mismanaged monetary assets and natural 
resources held in trust by the United States for the benefit of the tribes. 
 
The Colville Tribes agreed to accept a $193 million settlement offer from the federal 
government to resolve historical grievances over the accounting and management of 
tribal trust funds and trust lands that had been a source of conflict between Indian 
tribes and the United States for decades. 
 
The management strategy of the 2000 IRMP was designed to address a host of forest 
and watershed health issues resulting from a century of past management practices such 
as selective harvesting, fire exclusion, inappropriate road construction and logging 
practices. 
 
The 2015 IRMP continues to address legacy environmental issues in the context of a 
holistic, integrated resource management strategy. In developing the preferred 
alternative management approach, the IRMP team reviewed the 2000 IRMP goals and 
objectives and identified a number of enhancements and improvements to be 
incorporated into the 2015 IRMP to improve management of the Reservation’s natural 
resources. These include: 
 

• Establishment of Special Emphasis Areas: 
o Lake Management Areas 
o Wildlife habitat and travel corridors 
o Cultural plant gathering areas 

• Enhanced Best Management Practices for forests, agriculture and rangelands. 
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• Adaptable harvest volume for timber sales based on site conditions. 
• Improved enforcement of rangeland grazing permit requirements. 
• Development and implementation of a Forest Road Management Plan with 

construction and closure standards. 
• Transportation and timber harvest plans developed with Light Detection and 

Ranging (LIDAR), a laser-based remote sensing technology. 
• Development and implementation of a climate change strategy. 
• A new Memorandum of Understanding with the Bonneville Power 

Administration to re-establish native plants in mitigation areas. 
• Increased efforts to control invasive weeds, emphasizing non-herbicidal 

treatments. 
• Additional wildlife population augmentation for species with diminishing 

numbers. 
• Okanogan Nations Alliance collaboration regarding aboriginal territories. 

 
 
National Environmental Policy Act and Tribal Environmental Review 
Comments: 
We should just go by NEPA law, because this IRMP/EIS is a waste of time. We should be 
going by NEPA law, that's the only way to protect. 
 
The BIA got rid of NEPA, the person that knew how to do NEPA, because we don't do NEPA 
here. We just do pieces and stuff. 
 
Response: 
The IRMP and the underlying Forest Management Plan and Rangeland Management 
Plan were prepared in compliance with the National Indian Forest Resources 
Management Act and the American Indian Agricultural Resource Management Act. The 
acts require these plans to be consistent with the goals and objectives of the IRMP. 
 
The DEIS was prepared in compliance with the statutory and regulatory requirements of 
NEPA, as well as NEPA-related BIA regulations and guidelines. Although a 
Programmatic Environmental Assessment would likely have been sufficient to fulfill the 
Tribes' compliance requirements, the Tribal Council chose to prepare a more rigorous 
Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement, in part, because it required significant, 
formal, public involvement. 
 
All projects implemented under the IRMP and the underlying resource management 
plans are subject to further environmental review when they are proposed. An 
Environmental Assessment, tiered from the Programmatic EIS, is prepared for each 
project, providing project specific impact analysis by the IRMP Core Team. 
 
Comments: 
There are currently no standards in place or enforced by the Tribes or the Colville Agency for 
ensuring that public engagement occurs in a manner which addresses environmental justice 
issues on the reservation.  NEPA and NHPA Section 106 both call for public and stakeholder 
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involvement, yet neither propose significant milestones or measurable indicators of good faith 
acts on behalf of the federal agency to solicit the necessary involvement, particularly from 
subsistence hunters, gatherers and fisherwomen/men, and farmworkers.  The need to have tribal 
member and community input in CCT and BIA projects under the scope of this DEIS is very 
important.  I recommend the creation of a public involvement/engagement policy codified by 
CCT law that would facilitate the Colville Agency's requirements under NEPA, Section 106 and 
Executive Order 12898 (for Environmental Justice).  It would also establish the much-needed 
and long-overdue role of tribal and community member input in the activities affecting their 
living environment, natural resources, and communities. 
 
I know that we have the 3P process and I think it's important to know and to understand that 
each discipline comes to the table and they look environmentally at any activity that happens on 
the Reservation. I think it's a process that could be improved, but my hope is that whatever this 
IRMP ends up being, the tribal departments must live with it in managing the resources on our 
Reservation. Our tribal government, the 14 people at that table, must also support it and know 
what it is. It's a 15-year document and it's what we all will have to live with. It is for the benefit 
of all tribal members, not just the tribal departments, not just our tribal government, it's for all of 
us. 
 
When the Tribal Council makes a decision, they are making it with the best information that 
they have in front of them. We do not know what and how it's communicated to them and how 
they are making their decision, but we do elect them and they can only make the decisions they 
make with the information that's provided to them.  So sometimes it goes my way and sometimes 
it doesn't. Life is not fully funded. I just do the best that I can and I've been able to accomplish 
some pretty big projects. 
 
Response: 
The requirements for public involvement under NEPA are very clear. Public scoping 
meetings and distribution of the scoping report prior to preparation of the DEIS, 
mandatory public meetings to review and comment on the DEIS, and formal responses 
to comments, are all required. Scoping meetings and DEIS community meetings were 
both held in four communities for a total of eight community meetings. In addition, the 
IRMP Core Team conducted numerous community meetings throughout the planning 
process to provide updates on the planning process and the natural resource 
management strategy, and to gather comments and concerns from the community. 
 
Most significantly, the IRMP Core Team actively sought out community input via a 
community survey that obtained responses from over 1,000 members of the Reservation 
community. These responses were provided to the Tribal Council and the Reservation 
community in a formal report: Results of the 2014 Community Survey. The planning 
process did not lack opportunities for the community to provide input. The biggest 
challenge in this regard, was to encourage community members to review the 
documents provided on the Tribes' website and attend the meetings. 
 
Throughout the planning process, the Tribal Council was formally presented with the 
IRMP planning objectives, alternative management strategies, community input, and 
environmental impact analysis.  
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Alternatives 
Comments: 
Alternative 4 says expand forest and livestock and that's the page that I said was utterly 
ridiculous and didn't even belong in the document. NEPA requires viable alternatives and this 
doesn't even meet NEPA. 
 
Alternative #3 is at a sustainable level targeting timber that is prone to climate change, disease 
and insects. 
 
The preferred alternative should include a strong element of insect and disease control. 
 
Response: 
The preferred management alternative (#2) and the four alternative management 
strategies were developed by the IRMP Core Team in compliance with the requirements 
of NEPA. The alternatives were developed to provide a range of management strategies, 
most significantly concerning harvest methods, annual allowable cut, and livestock 
grazing levels. These alternatives were informed by Tribal Council suggestions, resource 
manager expertise, and community input, primarily from the Community Survey. Four 
of the five alternatives (including the preferred alternative) include goals and objectives 
addressing insect and disease control. 
 
 
The Holistic Goal 
Comments: 
We have these different departments that are given their marching orders and they have to go 
out and do their jobs. Do they intentionally, in the past or now, go out there to my 
detriment?  Intentionally? I find that hard to believe because many of them are tribal members. 
The balance in the Holistic Goal is the balance we need to strive for. 
 
Is this IRMP going to address all of the folks needs, for the natural needs of the animals, the 
roots, the berries? At the end of the day with this IRMP, how do we balance harvesting our 
reservation to meet the needs of our people? Because we walk in this world now. You know, in 
my grandmother's day, they didn't have a house payment. They didn't have an electricity 
payment, they didn't have the grocery bills. They lived simply, they lived off the land. Could we 
go back to that?  I do not believe we could go back to that.  But to what degree do we allow our 
resources to be harvested? How do we let them be harvested?  I thank the group that developed 
this, I know they put a lot of effort into it. 
 
The IRMP indicates that our tribe will do a balanced, sustainable management. If the IRMP is 
going to be the plan that our tribal government says will manage all of our natural resources on 
this reservation, it must be something that they actually support and fund. There are tribal 
programs that are created by law and regulations, with directives to do their work a certain way, 
and if it conflicts with the IRMP, they must be mitigated quickly. We can come up with best 
practices today, but how will it be administered? Will it be complied with by the tribal 
government as the departments try to carry it out? That's something that we want to make sure is 
on the record. 
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We are very concerned, not only for our water, our air, our land, our roots, our berries, our 
medicines, and our brothers and sisters (the elk, the deer, and the fish), but also for us. What my 
great grandchildren will have should be comparable to what I have today. The departments that 
administer these programs and our tribal government should ensure that. 
 
We are our own worst problem and that it boils right down to the same one thing: we need 
money. Where is the money going to come from?  Do we support the health and welfare of our 
water, our land, our animals, and our cultural roots and berries, or do we support the people. It's 
always going to be that way. People need to eat, people need a lifestyle, but we also live here and 
it is more important that we take care of the land, and the water and animals will take care of us. 
100 years from now, after we are all gone, our grandchildren and great grandchildren will be able 
to enjoy this if everything goes well. We'll see where we go from today in this new era. 
 
The main focus of the EIS is how many millions of board feet of timber they're going to cut 
for that year and how many cows are going to be let out in the riparian areas. 
 
I always have the holistic goal with me, wherever I go, it's in my folder. I recall the comments 
and statements that were made at our meetings to make this holistic goal and some of the words 
in there come from myself, but we all put it together and that's the way we want this reservation 
to be and it hasn't happened. I was hoping and praying that it would. 
 
The Holistic Goal says we should have balance and sustainability. We have to take into 
consideration, I believe, with our IRMP for the big umbrella, is the membership. The mother 
earth and us are like one, so I believe that balance has to be there. 
 
Response: 
The Holistic Goal is a resolution passed by the Tribal Council in 1996. It anticipated 
preparation of the Tribes' first IRMP in 2000, providing an overarching goal under 
which the IRMP was to be consistent. In addition, the IRMP team prepared a list of 
Desired Future Conditions as part of the IRMP, to further guide the development of 
planning goals and objectives. 
 
The Holistic Goal is an important part of the 2015 IRMP. In addition, the IRMP Core 
Team updated the list of Desired Future Conditions for inclusion in the 2015 IRMP. The 
DEIS further analyzed the alternatives for their consistency with the Holistic Goal and 
the potential to achieve the Desired Future Conditions. 
 
For almost a century, the Reservation's natural resources were managed without the 
Holistic Goal or integrated resource management. The legacy of environmental impacts 
from this period are described in both the IRMP and the DEIS. These impacts cannot be 
remediated within a single 15-year planning period. The IRMP strives toward a 
management strategy that will mitigate the impacts of future management activities 
while remediating the legacy impacts of past management activities. 
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Annual Allowable Cut and Sustainable Harvest 
Comment: 
They keep harvesting and the trees are getting thinner and thinner. You can look through every 
forest all the way to Omak and see for miles. That's a concern for me because what is there going 
to be seven generations from now? A twig? I think we're not allowing our forest to regenerate, at 
least that's what I've seen when I go out.   
 
Response: 
The Forestry Program utilizes a variety of management techniques to maintain a healthy 
forest. Thinning trees and reducing understory stocking (especially in areas overstocked 
from years of fire suppression) plays a critical role in reducing fire hazard and helping 
individual trees grow. With these treatments, the goal is to maintain tree growth, not to 
regenerate new trees in the understory. Regeneration treatments are also a common 
practice on the Reservation. These treatments are implemented to facilitate the 
establishment of new regeneration. Natural regeneration can take up to five years to 
establish in these stands. Planting stands can establish regeneration much faster. 
Planting and natural regeneration are prescribed depending on site specific conditions 
and available funding. The Forest Management Plan provides for a variety of these 
treatments across the landscape to achieve a range of stand conditions and age classes 
over time. 
 
Comments: 
If we keep within the allowable cut and then a forest fire comes along and wipes 
out everything, where is the adjustment in board feet? I don't see where there is an adjustment, so 
how can that be sustainable? 
 
We had a lot of the forest burn and now we're trying to bring more timber for the loggers and 
cutters, and we just don't have the timber that we used to have. We have timber on the Inchelium 
side, and they've hardly touched it. There's a lot of timber over there. 
 
Response: 
Wildfires have had an impact on the Tribes standing inventory of timber. The Forestry 
Program has mapped the fire damage and re-measured the forest inventory. The 
program is currently in the process of analyzing the inventory data to determine what 
impact these fires have had on the long-term sustained yield of timber supply, and will 
make recommendations to the Tribe on what the implications are to the annual 
allowable cut. 
 
The harvest schedule has also been adjusted to reflect the fire damage. The harvest has 
been shifted to project areas that were not burned. The Forestry Program will review 
this harvest schedule and make adjustments every 3-5 years as more information and 
data becomes available. 
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Comments: 
We take 77 million board feet off our reservation and most of it comes from the east side of 
the reservation because most of the trees are there, but we also have most of the wildlife on this 
side. So, if we just keep taking them and I don't see anything getting replanted. Our forestry 
practices are better than they used to be, but do you think that our reservation can sustain another 
15 years just like the last 15, and still have what we have today in 2017? What's going to be left 
at the end of that 15 years? 
 
Response: 
The Forestry Program plants thousands of acres every year. Many other stands are 
prescribed to naturally regenerate. All treated stands are monitored by the district 
forestry staff the 1st, 3rd and 5th years after treatment, to determine if adequate 
stocking is achieved. In cases where regeneration is not adequate, appropriate action 
can be taken to ensure trees are established. 
 
Comments: 
I saw the chart of all those decades in the past where our harvesting went on: high, low, high, 
low. I have to say this on behalf of those that aren't here to speak on their own behalf: they did 
the best that they could with what they had at the time. Those were their best practices at that 
time. My entire family, they were out there. They thinned, they burned, they harvested, they 
were loggers, they were a part of this. So, I cannot speak negatively about that, it was what it 
was.  It's the past, can we learn from it? 
 
All through the last IRMP I consistently saw sustainability and in this one I'm not seeing 
sustainability. So that the land can sustain itself after your activity is done. That's really 
important. The even-age growth, I just don't agree with that. It's just that I don't think our forest 
can sustain it. 
 
The allowable cut level in alternative one, two and four are not sustainable especially in the 
light of climate change.  With the increases and severity of the number of wildfires and changes 
in snow and rain patterns, adaptability needs to be the plan to ensure that resources are 
sustainable. 
 
Response: 
A long term sustained yield analysis was completed in the 2013 Forest Inventory 
Analysis. This report was incorporated into the IRMP and Forest Management Plan. It 
is important to remember that the IRMP only sets the annual allowable cut for the next 
15 years. The Forest Inventory Analysis performed a non-declining even flow analysis 
for over 120 years to determine a reasonable sustained yield. That same report also 
illustrates that even with a consistent timber harvest operation for the last 50 years, the 
Tribes total board feet of standing inventory has been steadily increasing over the last 
few decades. This indicates that growth exceeds harvest. 
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Timber Harvest and Logging Practices 
Comments: 
When I used to go to Twin Lakes, you couldn't see a clear-cut spot anywhere, and now you 
can see them all over the place. 
 
They wiped out the trees all the way downstream from Bridge Creek to Log Cabin just within 
the last 5 or 6 or 7 years. They came in again and again and cut and now there's nothing but 
brush. I get it about the fires and the thinning. I agree that if it doesn't burn, it needs to be thinned 
because there has to be some kind of management of the forest. 
 
Response: 
Harvest operations in this area during the stated period were all related to blowdown 
salvage operations in the Bridge Creek and Hall Creek areas that occurred after a severe 
wind storm swept through the entire San Poil Valley. It was a difficult operation because 
the trees were down and broken. The Tribal Council directed the Forestry Program to 
aggressively salvage all blowdown trees. This project was a reaction to a natural 
disturbance, much like a fire salvage. 
 
Comment: 
You can see where they have logged and sprayed, and actually it doesn't look like they did a 
bad job compared to some places where it looks like someone went in with a grenade and blew 
up the land and it totally looks bad. 
 
Response: 
Spraying for site preparation and planting has not occurred on the Reservation since the 
late 1990’s, but it was a very successful practice at that time, creating many of the well-
established plantations that now exist across the reservation. 
 
Comments: 
If we follow the actions of the last IRMP then we're still going to have a lot of the problems 
that we have currently, like at Devil's Elbow with the soil erosion. They said they were going to 
protect it and there wouldn't be as many skid trails.  The soil erosion and the skid trails came 
straight down a slope and should never have come down at that angle. The erosion that came 
down the following spring proved it. It totally washed the road out and everything down below. I 
understand that in the past we didn't follow best management practices for logging, but some of 
the activities that have occurred on the reservation are not following the best management 
practices if you do not take everything into consideration. 
 
On Devil's Elbow and on the North Star, they left so much waste. If they're not going to take it 
there's no reason for them to cut it and leave depths of waste there to be burned later.   
 
Response: 
The Forestry Program is not aware of any major erosion issues involving the Devil's 
Elbow Fire Salvage, beyond those typically resulting from a wildfire. Harvest operations 
do have impacts on the environment and the IRMP and Forest Management Plans 
designate best management practices that guide the proper implementation of harvest 
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operations that mitigate the impact of heavy equipment on the ecosystem to an 
acceptable level. 
 
Cutting and bucking specifications are outlined in the Forest Management Plan and for 
each timber sale contract. The forestry program enforces these specifications during 
harvest operations to ensure the full utilization of the Tribe' resources. Fire salvages 
tend to have a higher amount of waste because many of the trees are damaged to where 
they no longer meet quality specifications. The Forestry Program works closely with the 
purchasers to reach full utilization, but often some portion of a tree cannot be utilized, 
especially on salvage operations. 
 
Comment: 
Does aesthetics really matter today? Because when you're done with logging, when you're 
walking away from it, it still has to be something that is appealing to the eye. 
 
Response: A variety of site preparation techniques are used to prepare stands for 
planting and natural regeneration. The IRMP and the Forest Management Plan have 
requirements to leave a varying amount of downed debris for soil stability and wildlife 
habitat. Initially, this may be aesthetically unappealing, however, it facilitates 
regeneration of the site. 
 
Comments: 
I wanted to believe that all the people managing the forest were managing it the way that they 
should, until my uncle came and got me and said, "I need your help. I need you to come stand 
with me. We need to do these petitions, we need to do this.  We were fighting Dead Horse at that 
time, which was the very first helicopter logging. Why? Because that was another inoperable 
area and it was a deferred watershed management unit. 
 
Our environmental groups on the Reservation do not like helicopter logging. I wish we would 
get back to selective cutting which they did before 1985 when the clear-cutting started.  
Environmental groups are fighting that, trying to get them to stop, but they won't. I have letters 
from elders who didn't like what they did to McAlister Ridge with the helicopter logging. You 
could see the helicopter logging as you came from Omak. I was on the field trip and I couldn't 
believe that they were going to do that to our ridges.  Our ridges and our mountain tops are 
sacred to us. The helicopter logging was taking all the trees which were previously classified as 
inoperable. 
 
Response: 
The Deadhorse helicopter sale was considered under a Tribal Council directive and 
resolution. The project was reviewed by the Forestry Program and deemed 
uneconomical and was never implemented. The helicopter cost exceeded the value of 
the timber.  
 
The McAlister Ridge helicopter sale was developed by the Forestry Program in response 
to a Tribal Council directive and resolution. Log prices were very high at the time and 
the project helped meet obligations to the mill and provided revenue to the Tribes. In 
the Forest Management Plan, all commercial timber acres are available for harvest, 
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including helicopter ground. Helicopter operations will likely continue to some extent in 
the future unless these areas are removed from the commercial cutbase. The timing of 
helicopter projects will depend on future log prices and site-specific issues that arise as 
the harvest schedule is implemented. 
 
Comment: 
When you look at our forest and the number of people that we have to harvest and to 
remediate or ensure that its remediated, we don't really have enough workforce to do that, and 
they get pressed to comply. The IRMP says you do this this way, but when you get right down to 
it, if they only have the resources to do 50%, that's all they have.  So, walking into the project 
they know they're going to be non-compliant. Intentionally? No, I don't believe they go out there 
to intentionally be 50% compliant. But if they were fully funded to do the best job with the best 
practices, they would go in there and do it at 100%. But if you're only giving them funding for 
50% management, you're only going to get 50% management. 
 
Response: 
The ability to properly manage the Tribes' forest resources does require adequate 
funding. The Forestry Program utilizes a variety of funding mechanisms to achieve 
management goals, including federal and tribal dollars. The Forestry Program 
coordinates with the Tribal Council on all projects and budgets to ensure that all 
departments are aware of funding needs. 
 
Comment: 
During the time that they were clear-cutting, we didn't have the Omak mill, but we had a mill 
in Nespelem and we had a pulp plant in Inchelium. We had other businesses, but weren't self-
reliant. So, the tribal government had to make a decision, and the decision that they made at that 
time, was to use the forest resources so that our tribal members could keep their jobs. For a short 
period, people were on 4-day work weeks. So, everyone took a 20% cut and we harvested timber 
like we had never done before. But at the end of the day, the majority of tribal members had their 
jobs and they could still survive.  So, yes, we did do clear cutting but we can't go back and undo 
what we did with the natural resources back then. Those who sat at the table had to make a 
decision affecting tribal members' livelihood. It was the best decision they could make on behalf 
of our tribal members. 
 
Response: 
The Confederated Tribes of the Colville Reservation and its enterprises are the primary 
employer in the region. Since its inception in 2009, the Colville Tribal Federal 
Corporation has grown to become one of the largest, most diverse Native American 
businesses in northeastern Washington. The company currently manages 13 enterprises 
that include gaming, recreation and tourism, retail, construction, and wood products. 
The tribal government and its various enterprises benefit the Reservation community by 
providing employment opportunities as well as government services and facilities. 
 
Comments: 
I looked at the plan and it talks about clear cuts and leaving one or two trees. Two trees are not 
enough. We lost a lot of trees over the last two years now. Cutting our trees and leaving only 
two, that's just like a clear-cut.  I went out and I was looking at those trees, and they are so darn 
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ugly. They're lucky to even grow or reseed or anything. They don't leave two healthy, good 
looking trees, they just leave those snags that look like they're ready to fall over. 
 
It states that regeneration harvesting has been approved already and to just leave two trees and 
I do not agree with that. 
 
There is a policy to leave big trees regardless of the alternative because of monetary concerns 
and this policy has never been fully implemented.  Trees four feet or larger in diameter have 
been cut to meet the managed cut obligations and few remain, and of those taken most were cut 
into 8-ft lengths for ease of removal. Considerations of the best value of a tree must be 
considered because a large tree can be used for large beams worth much more than the value of 8 
foot long 2x4s. It also states in the holistic goal that they want to have large trees. 
 
Response: 
The requirement to leave a minimum of two trees per acre is a provision in the Tribal 
Code. The IRMP and the Forest Management Plan, however, designate that a minimum 
of five dominant or co-dominant trees per acre be retained on every treated unit. For 
most silvicultural treatments, more trees than this will be retained. In some cases, where 
there is a limited number of large trees to choose from, the minimum of five will be 
sufficient.   
 
Comment: 
I feel bad there's a lot of timber up there that didn't get salvaged after the fire, and now it's just 
dead. 
 
Response: 
The Forestry Program diligently tries to salvage as much dead timber as possible. 
Unfortunately, recent wildfire events were so large that it was impossible to harvest all 
of it before it deteriorated. The IRMP and the Forest Management Plan clearly states 
that it is the goal of the program to salvage dead timber as approved by the Tribal 
Council. 
 
Comments: 
If they're going to go in there and plant trees, they need to clean it up a little bit. I tree planted, 
I had a crew out there and I was wondering where are they going to plant the trees?  It's like 
London Bridge is falling down up there. 
 
I look at my trees that we planted, and they are tall as hell today. They didn't get burned. I 
looked at three plots that we did and I'm kind of proud of them, because most of the people that 
helped plant them are gone. We were talking and telling the stories. I was telling these kids, 
"You're going to be doing that," and they said, "Oh no, I don't think I want to work out here, it's 
scary now." I said, "Well, that's part of life. It's part of nature. Now we've got to figure out how 
to re-harvest it." 
 
Harvest waste must have a date by when, if unburned, it is removed. Piles of slash are still on 
the ground from harvest years ago increasing the risk of wildfires. 
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Response: 
A variety of site preparation techniques are used to prepare stands for planting and 
natural regeneration. The IRMP and the Forest Management Plan have requirements to 
leave a varying amount of downed debris for soil stability and wildlife habitat. While it 
does make planting and reforestation efforts more difficult, it is required and important 
for other resources. 
 
The planted trees and reforestation efforts are critical to long term sustained yield 
forestry. Most planted stands are planned for commercial thinning at roughly 60 years 
of age (depending on site quality and tree density), and will ultimately provide very high 
yields of timber for the Tribe. 
 
Comment: 
Whole tree logging does not limit soil disturbances.  I see more trees harvested in the spring 
and summer than in the winter. 
 
Response: 
Best Management Practices in the IRMP and the Forest Management Plan provide 
guidance on harvest operations and BMPs to limit soil damage and erosion are specified 
in the Tribe’s Forest Practices code. Site specific harvest plans are developed for each 
timbersale using this guidance. Stands with soils that are considered sensitive to 
compaction and disturbance will often have seasonal restrictions to limit harvest to 
frozen soil or dry soil conditions. Soil protection requirements vary by site and are 
usually developed at the project level by an interdisciplinary team of resource 
specialists. 
 
Comment: 
Salvage operations have resulted in sediment delivery to streams 50,000 times the normal 
levels.  Flow, uninterrupted by trees and vegetation have increased stream flows causing 
localized flooding, landslides, and damages that must be considered in the analysis of the cost of 
current forestry practices and those proposed under alternative one and two. 
 
Response: 
Models used by hydrologists on recent wildfires suggest that suspended sediment 
delivery can increase drastically after fires. This comment seems to be referring to those 
models. The models analyzed wildfire disturbance, not salvage logging activity. Research 
is, however, being conducted to estimate the incremental amount of sediment that could 
be attributed to salvage harvest operations after a wildfire. The research so far hasn't 
indicated such a high level of incremental sediment delivery. 
 
 
Forest Health 
Comment: 
In my trips across the country, all across the country, and hundreds of other reservations that 
I've been to, I can honestly say that of forests on reservations, ours is much healthier than 
others.  Is it as healthy as it should be? No, but it's much healthier than most others I've seen. I 
can say that. 
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There's very specific historical reasons why there are really terrible practices on other 
reservations.  So yes, we're better than other reservations in New Mexico, but I would say that's a 
really low bar to put ourselves at. 
 
I feel like our forests are managed way better than the state forests around us.  If you walk 
through our forest, you can see tree to tree to tree and see that they are healthy. But if you go just 
up to our north half, you can't even see through the trees. They are tiny and small because they 
are so clustered together.   
 
Response: 
Maintaining a healthy ecosystem is the driving force behind the IRMP. It results in a 
healthy and productive forest that benefits the Reservation community. 
 
Comment: 
We're going to clear-cut an area primarily because there's mistletoe.  Well, mistletoe is a 
natural pathogen, it's always going to be there. We can't sterilize the ground and the system of 
nature and make mistletoe go away. But we can't be heard in that. Nobody listens. 
 
Response: 
Mistletoe is a common problem on Reservation forestlands, and has been severely 
exacerbated by past selective harvesting practices. Mistletoe is just one of many forest 
health issues that are evaluated when prioritizing harvest operations and determining 
which units to treat for implementation of long-term forest regulation goals and 
objectives. 
 
 
Gathering 
Comments: 
When I go out in our woods, I go out for medicines and food. Last year I went up, they had 
clear-cut and everything was lying on the ground all over the berry bushes and there were no 
berries at all. 
 
I am a huckleberry picker and if I pick up by Granite, there's a pesticide warning. I'm just 
wondering if there is a place to bring your huckleberries to test them? I don't want to feed my 
kids poison. 
 
On the Alpine Loop Road, they're out there in an area where I used to pick my bitterroot and 
they massacred that whole area by logging. That was a beautiful patch of bitterroot down there 
on that corner. Not everybody knew, it was a family secret. Those family areas are slowly getting 
devastated, just like our huckleberry areas.  
 
When we were kids, we would go up on the San Poil Ridge and pick anywhere. We didn't 
have to leave the San Poil.  Now we have to leave the San Poil. We keep having to go further 
and further away. It's very fortunate that some people can find the huckleberries and can pick 
them, but with all of our population of tribal people, before long there won't be any and we will 
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have to limit people to a gallon or whatever, and that will have to include our ceremonies too, 
because our winter dances are still going on, and they are still very important to us today.  
 
I started taking my kids to the woods as soon as they could walk and we've always fished, 
which we don't anymore because it's not there. They used to play with periwinkles and we can't 
find them anymore. I know that the water has changed a lot since I first started taking him into 
the woods to gather everything that we needed for the year. 
 
As a child, I was raised as a gatherer, as a picker, and relied on wildlife for venison and dried 
meats, or the salmon from filleting it to drying it. To all the medicines that we collect out there.  I 
look at what we did, what we learned, but then I have to remember that my grandmother was the 
one that was there to teach me, and before her it was her grandmother. If I go three generations 
back to my great-grandmother, they were there when the big change happened, when we were 
conquered and we had a full change of life. We no longer roamed in our entire ancestral 
territory. My grandmother, my mom and all her children were brought from Fort Spokane, along 
with everyone else.  My mom made the point to take us there, she said this is when the change 
has happened. We were imprisoned there and she told all of us to never lose your way, 
understand what all the plants are, whether we eat them or use them for medicine, where we have 
berries and all the brothers and sisters that we rely on out there in the wild. She said that one of 
the things we would have to do is get our own education to make sure that we can protect our 
resources ourselves.  
 
Comment: 
I hear a lot of people say our logging impacts our cultural plants and makes it harder to find 
them, but for me personally, when I go gather, my best berry patches are where the forest has 
been harvested.  I think harvesting can have an impact, but the plants return, they come back.  I 
never go looking for cultural plants where the stands are so thick and dense because they haven't 
been managed. That's never where I find what I'm gathering. I more often gather in old logging 
units, that's where I find my best berry patches. I disagree with the idea that our timber 
harvesting is ruining all the huckleberries. 
 
Response: 
Huckleberries are found across a wide swath of the Reservation. They may be 
temporarily damaged by harvest operations, but come back readily on many acres a few 
years after harvest operations. The IRMP team organizes public meetings for each 
project to receive public input. This is the appropriate place to meet with the team and 
make recommendations on specific places that should be protected. It is impossible to 
protect every site across the Reservation, but specific family places for food and 
medicine can be protected if the team is made aware of them in public meetings. 
 
Comment: 
Our berry picking area went up in that 300,000-acre fire. Will we get our berries back in our 
areas? Will they ever be what they were before the fire? Had we been more preventive, had we 
had our Forestry Department out there thinning and burning that underbrush, we wouldn't have 
had an incinerator fire to the degree that we did. We need to be preventive, we need to make sure 
that our programs are given the resources they need in order to do that. 
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Response: 
It is very difficult to determine when and where berries will re-establish after large scale 
fires. The IRMP discusses native plant management and the Natural Resource 
departments coordinate through the IRMP process to plant native species in areas that 
are devastated by fires. The department's ability to implement projects of this sort 
depends on available funding. 
 
Comment: 
When we are in the forests or in the rivers, it's a social time for interaction and it should also 
be a time we take for education. If you take 60 kids up there and no one has taught them when 
and how to pick, you're bound to have some kind of trouble and I see that happening. All the kids 
are out gathering rocks. My question is: Did you tell them the story of The Rock, of the Stone 
and what we believe that to be traditionally? I tell my kids to “talk to the Rock. They've been 
here forever and they know everything.” Don't go out and collect them and bring them back and 
paint them, but that's what happens. They think that's a cultural activity.  The cultural 
instructions need to supersede any type of activity out there. That's where education really needs 
to be part of any kind of impact statement. We need to do the teaching first. 
 
Response: 
The Tribes value cultural resources because they represent a physical link to the history 
of the Tribes and because of their role in traditional beliefs and activities that continue 
into the present day. The Tribes’ cultural preservation efforts have helped to identify 
and protect numerous cultural resources that could be adversely affected by projects 
initiated on tribal lands. 
 
The Tribes’ History and Archeology program established a traditional cultural plant 
team composed of tribal members under professional supervision to study culturally 
significant plants. The team has collected over 400 different culturally important plant 
species that are considered to be of specific importance to the Tribes for various cultural 
and traditional uses. The list continues to expand as more collections and oral histories 
are gathered. 
 
Current knowledge indicates that most native plant species had, and continue to have, a 
variety of traditional uses. Although tribal elders have extensive knowledge of medicinal 
plants or sustenance foods and berries, young people are not always aware of them. Loss 
of this knowledge hinders the continuity of culture. 
 
 
Watersheds 
Comments: 
Every tree that's taken affects our watershed.  Every time we take trees away the water gets 
less and less, the rain gets less and less, the snow gets less and less, and the air quality gets less 
and less. 
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Response: 
The watersheds of the Reservation function naturally to provide clean water, regulate 
stream flows by cycling water through the soil, and provide fish and wildlife habitat, and 
cultural resources. Riparian zones lining stream courses and wetlands offer critical 
support for these functions, shading the water, supporting the food chain with leaf litter, 
strengthening stream banks with root systems, slowing runoff with absorbent soils, 
dissipating flood flows, and providing woody debris for aquatic habitat. 
 
Most natural systems, including watersheds, have an ability to absorb a certain level of 
impact without suffering a long-term loss of resource values. Watersheds appear to have 
the capacity to recover fairly rapidly from natural catastrophic impacts such as wildfire, 
but the effects of land management activities are more likely to result in long-term 
changes in the energy balance of a watershed. Currently, not enough is known to 
determine with absolute certainty when the threshold of hydrologic sensitivity or 
capacity for a particular watershed has been reached or what the consequences are if 
this threshold is exceeded for either short or long periods of time. Research, however, 
indicates that measurable changes in a watershed occur when 20 to 30 percent of a 
drainage is in a disturbed condition. 
 
The EIS assesses harvest treatments during the years 1990-2014. During this time, 
harvest treatments affected 159 of the 209 watershed management units (WMU) of the 
Reservation. The analysis indicates that 141 of the 159 WMUs had harvest activity that 
resulted in ground disturbances that were well within the watershed's ability to recover. 
Another 6 WMUs had harvest activity that resulted in ground disturbances near the 
limit of acceptable disturbance. The remaining 12 WMUs had harvest levels resulting in 
ground disturbances exceeding the acceptable threshold level. Of those, 11 were less 
than 25 percent over the threshold. 
 
 
Surface Water Quality 
Comment: 
The water in Twin Lakes has some green slime growing in it and there's all these reeds and 
other stuff that wasn't there before. 
 
Response: 
Water quality and condition of Twin Lakes has been a concern for more than 30 years. 
Lakes accumulate and process nutrients, sediment and organic material much 
differently than flowing waters, in a process called eutrophication. Eutrophication, 
which may be evident by increasing amounts of algae and aquatic plants, can be 
accelerated due to increased inputs from residential yards and septic systems, roads, 
grazing and logging activities. In recognition of this threat to Reservation lakes, the 
IRMP includes provisions for Lake Management special emphasis areas where 
additional water quality protections will be implemented. 
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Comment: 
There is chemical pollution from Canada coming down the Columbia River. When you visit 
Canada and you can see what the fish look like coming into the river. All the locals there won't 
touch their fish. They don't want to get into the water.  
 
We have the uranium mines from the Keller mining up there.  I mean all these things: the Teck 
Comico. I bet they're still dumping shit in our water.  Then we've got the pulp mill, the biggest 
paper mill in the world and they're both dumping major contaminants into the river. And every 
time that water lowers down it's gets airborne and it goes into our water and our soils. That river 
is flowing into other creeks and it just goes on and on but that case needs to be mentioned in here 
because that's a very serious issue. 
 
Response: 
There are serious contamination issues related to industry in Canada and from mining, 
industrial, and agricultural sources affecting the Spokane and Okanogan Rivers. The 
Tribe has filed a lawsuit against the Canadian company Teck and is involved with 
natural resource damage claims and restoration/mitigation plans with the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency, the Washington Department of Ecology and the 
Spokane Tribe. 
 
Comment: 
Buffalo Lake, Owhi Lake and Omak Lake aren't anything like they were when I was a young 
girl. 
 
Response: 
Lakes are not as static as they may seem. They respond over time to inputs of nutrients, 
sediment and organic material, inflows and outflows. Both Buffalo and Omak Lakes 
have no outlet so incoming materials simply accumulate. Over the last 20 years, some 
inputs from upland management activities have been reduced through changes to 
grazing, riparian exclosures, road decommissioning and drainage improvements but 
wildfire and drought have affected conditions in each lake’s watershed. There is a need 
to do more to protect water quality for streams supplying water to the Reservation lakes. 
The IRMP includes provisions for Lake Management special emphasis areas where 
additional water quality protections will be implemented. 
 
Comment: 
Are impacts from agriculture on water quality addressed in the DEIS? 
 
Response: 
Yes. The EIS notes that under all alternatives, the expansion of agriculture on the 
Reservation will tend to increase the use of chemical fertilizers, pesticides and 
herbicides that will affect water quality as they drain into streams and boundary waters. 
Agriculture has the potential to increase the loss of topsoil, and potentially impact the 
limited supplies of water from smaller surface waters and aquifers. 
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The goals and objectives of the Agriculture Management Plan emphasize sustainable 
agricultural practices including the regulation of water runoff to minimize soil erosion. 
The plan also requires compliance with applicable chemical application standards. 
 
Comment: 
In the Holistic Goal, it mentions insects.  Fish depend upon the aquatic insects in the 
water. They also are ecological indicators that tell us whether the quality of that water is good or 
not. What a lot of tribal people don't understand when they're out in the woods is that it is a 
whole ecosystem. Our ancestors recognized the whole.  But we talk about dividing our culture 
and our identity up into pieces. The pieces of range and forestry, all these different pieces. When 
relations are directly connected, the insects that gave the fish life, told us that that water was 
good.  When you're up in the mountain waters and you're looking at the little bugs 
underneath there that are still alive, those tell you that the quality of that water is safe to a certain 
level for me to go ahead and drink. 
 
Response: 
The Fish & Wildlife Department conducts habitat assessments, while the Environmental 
Trust Department focuses more on actual water quality. These different focuses are 
complementary. Both programs consider macroinvertebrate communities in the 
streams which are an important indicator of water quality. 
 
Comment: 
It's amazing how much water we have out there. And we have one little department, a little 
department trying to monitor all our water. I think our water quality needs to be addressed a lot 
more. Just to see those numbers and to think how big this land is and we're only looking at 
monitoring. I like what they've done so far, but I would like to see more.   
 
Response: 
The water quality protection program carried out by Environmental Trust is funded by 
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. The funding is limited. There is a need for 
additional funding that would support several additional employees to assess water 
impacts from projects and perform monitoring during project implementation to assure 
compliance with the Tribe’s water quality protection codes. 
 
Comment: 
When I'm looking at the facts of the water quality that Father Joe Fortier came across on the 
reservation in his studies, we don't have hardly any good water quality on the reservation. We 
don't. The higher you go up into the mountains it's there. You can find it, where it's clean enough 
to have the little insect life that he wants to protect. 
 
Response: 
Water quality in Reservation streams, lakes and wetlands has been affected by logging, 
roads, livestock and feral horse grazing, other agriculture, development, wildfire and fire 
suppression. The Environmental Trust and other departments are working to reduce 
impacts from current projects, and to restore habitat and water quality degraded by past 
management. Turbidity from fine sediment is the most pervasive water quality concern 
in Reservation waters.  Water temperatures have been rising since Environmental Trust 
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began monitoring in the early 1990’s. Important streams within the Reservation with 
high bacteria levels include Omak Creek, Nespelem River, Sanpoil River, and Ninemile 
Creek. Knowledge of the extent of bacteria concerns is likely limited by the amount of 
monitoring the department is able to conduct. 
 
Macroinvertebrate communities provide a way to assess stream health along with other 
water quality monitoring. Both the Fish & Wildlife and Environmental Trust 
departments are sampling macroinvertebrates as part of their habitat and water quality 
assessment programs. 
 
Comment: 
We know that the Republic septic went right into the San Poil River.  Our San Poil is not 
being protected and neither is the water, either. Then there's the mine above that. We were trying 
to stop the Buckhorn mine, but the Council wouldn't do anything about it.  What were they 
doing? They were using clean ground water to pollute. How are we not directly connected to the 
North Half?  The Columbia River goes out to seven of the United States and two Canadian 
provinces. When I learned that, I could not believe it. That's just how small I was thinking of the 
San Poil and my relationship with the Columbia, but I began to realize how big it is and it's not a 
small river. It's the fourth largest river on the North American continent. And it goes out to seven 
of the United States and we are directly connected to it and a part of it.  We're like an island that 
it goes around. Still, not everybody acknowledges that, but the river almost completely circles 
the reservation. It feeds the groundwater and everything is directly connected to it. 
 
Response: 
The Environmental Trust Department has one position dedicated primarily to boundary 
water issues such as pollution of the Columbia River. There is a need to do more, 
however, this work has limited funding. The Fish & Wildlife staff also work on Columbia 
River and other boundary water issues associated with the Sanpoil, Kettle, Spokane, and 
Okanogan Rivers. 
 
Comment: 
Our tribe provides minimal funding for a small department to monitor our waterways. We 
have to weigh how we use our revenue, and if we're relying on our natural resources, the timber, 
for that revenue and you want more monitoring for the waterways, for the range, for the forest, in 
order to get that monitoring, then we have to do more, we have to take more of our timber to get 
funding for the monitoring. Because I believe with this IRMP we're going to have these 
guidelines in there but I think one of the weaknesses that we have with the existing IRMP is that 
we don't have anything for compliance, true compliance.  So, we can have all the 100 
compliance requirements for all the tribal departments, but if you're not funded for it, then what 
happens to the compliance? We have the water sampling and monitoring, but it's not enough. I 
doubt that we will ever have the resources to really monitor our water. 
 
Response: 
Both the Environmental Trust and the Fish & Wildlife departments perform waterway 
monitoring with Environmental Trust focusing more on water quality and Fish & 
Wildlife focusing more on aquatic habitat. The monitoring conducted by the 
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Environmental Trust Department is supported by grants from the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency, rather than tribal funds from timber sale receipts. 
 
There are different types of monitoring, such as monitoring actual water quality versus 
monitoring compliance with Tribal codes during project activities and monitoring 
uplands for erosion which may impact water. The Environmental Trust Department 
receives funding for one person to monitor the entire Reservation for water quality 
impacts from resource management activities. 
 
Additional compliance is needed regarding the Tribes' water protection codes. The 
IRMP emphasizes the effective implementation of best management practices and 
compliance with the water codes. Limited program funding and staffing makes it 
difficult to perform adequate compliance monitoring. 
 
Comment: 
The poison that is coming down from Canada in the river and the impact that it's having on 
our fish, our soils, on our people, the impact from Republic where they have their sewer 
discharging into the San Poil River, at Inchelium, where they have arsenic in their drinking 
water. Here in Omak, we have the sewer going into the river from the line that goes from the 
Omak side to the east Omak side. Yet we don't have any warnings to our tribal members. Our 
tribe really needs to look at that and address it in addition to our lakes and streams and other 
waterways.  
 
Response: 
The Environmental Trust Department does provide broadcast messages regarding water 
quality threats. However, sometimes there is a lag between a spill and subsequent 
notification to Environmental Trust, which can delay the broadcast warning. 
 
Comment: 
Our water is too precious for me to see cows coming in and polluting our water. I have a 
report from Father Joe from Keller.  People are trying to say he's not qualified, but he's a 
professor. He knows what he's doing when he's taking those water samples.  Fifteen of our 
creeks are being polluted by cows. Father Joe told me that children should not be down at the 
rodeo grounds where it’s real shallow. The mothers take their little toddlers there to swim 
because it's real shallow and gravelly.  He said they shouldn't be down there, he said it's all 
polluted.  It's terrible that they're being exposed to an environment that's not healthy.   
 
Response: 
The Environmental Trust Department water quality monitoring confirms undesirable 
levels of bacteria in several important waters of the Reservation, including Omak Creek, 
Nespelem River, Sanpoil River, and Ninemile Creek. The department's knowledge of the 
extent of bacteria concerns is likely limited by funding and the amount of monitoring 
the department is able to conduct. Several sources can cause high bacteria levels, 
including livestock, feral horses, failing onsite wastewater systems, and in some cases 
wildlife. Corrals sited to utilize streams for livestock watering are also a significant 
source. 
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Comment: 
There is an island forming on the east end of Buffalo Lake from the cows wallowing in there 
every summer forming a little island where all the silt comes down. The lake is dying. It's 
smothering with all that junk, all that silt coming in from the creeks, all the algae, and the lake is 
so full there's hardly any water in it.  It's too full and it's being smothered.  There's lots of 
garbage that our fishermen dump in there. Alpine lake is just as bad. Every summer they are 
polluted. Our kids can't even go to the lakes that are near them. I tell the kids that the only place 
that's safe is Gold Lake, and maybe Omak Lake or Spring Canyon. When you go up to Buffalo 
Lake in the summer time, it's cows and cows. The cows are everywhere.  They are even up on 
the west side of Buffalo Lake where the fisherman launch their boats. That's where the kids go 
swimming. 
 
Response: 
Livestock grazing has been limited around Buffalo Lake for a number of years and is not 
permitted at all on the west side of the lake. There is pressure on the lake and range 
areas from the feral horse population. Buffalo Creek was affected by a wildfire in 2000 
that nearly burned the entire watershed. The stream is still somewhat unstable years 
after the fire and fire salvage, which contributes to the island forming. Burned Area 
Emergency Response work was performed after the fire to encourage stabilization, and 
the Environmental Trust Department performed additional stabilization work in 2015. 
Lakes don’t, as a rule, process pollution very well. Consequently, the IRMP includes a 
special Lake Management review and process to provide better safeguards for incoming 
waters and lake shorelines. 
 
Two range units border the recreation areas at Buffalo Lake. There have been 
complaints of cattle in the recreation areas, usually as a result of damage to fencing, 
which is often caused by feral horses. The Range Program has ongoing efforts to repair 
fencing and restrict livestock access to the recreation area. 
 
Comments: 
Our most important medicines are sun and water, and without them there's nothing, so if we 
don't protect the water, which is what the trees are doing, then what do we have for the future? 
 
Riparian management areas need to be increased and protected from actions in them. As 
climate change decreases our streamflow and increases stream and lake temperatures, healthy 
riparian vegetation is needed to provide shade to protect our streams. Any tree that provides 
shade to water bodies needs to remain intact. 
 
Response: 
The Forest Practices chapter of the Tribal Code requires that Riparian Management 
Zones be established along all waters except forested wetlands. Only forest practices 
that maintain or enhance riparian function and Reservation resources are allowed 
within the zone. The chapter includes specific restrictions on harvest operations and 
road construction. The chapter also lists activities that are not allowed in the zone. 
Specific requirements for minimum zone width and placement by water type are 
included in the chapter. 
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Comment: 
Chapter 4-10 of the Tribal Code (Water Resources Use and Permitting) states that "no agent of 
the Colville Tribes, the Colville Business Council, or the United States shall take any action or 
grant to recognize any right affecting the water resources of the Colville Reservation that in any 
way infringe or threatens to infringe the prior and supreme rights at interest for the Confederated 
Tribes of the Colville Reservation." Council can't dictate to allow pollution to occur to our 
waters. 
 
Response: 
The section of the Water Resources Use and Permitting chapter referenced in the 
comment, emphasizes the assertion of the Tribes' water rights by not allowing any 
action that might threaten or infringe upon the water rights at interest for the Tribes. 
The chapter also establishes a Water Administrator position to issue water permits and 
allows for various water uses including: 
 

• Cultural and religious uses 
• Domestic households 
• Municipal uses (domestic, commercial and industrial) 
• Livestock watering 
• Fish and wildlife 
• Agriculture 
• Recreation 
• Industry (including lumber, paper and allied products) 
• Electric power generation 
• Mining 

 
 
Ground Water Quality 
Comments: 
In the Inchelium district, we have arsenic in the water and in some places the water has a 
noticeable odor.  
 
Several wells in the Inchelium area are contaminated with arsenic, more information needs to 
be included around this problem. 
 
In Inchelium, the water smells bad. It has that bad looking orange stuff that affects all the 
sinks and everything.  But they're washing in it, they shower in it, even though it has arsenic in it. 
Our tribal leadership is not even looking out for the safety of those tribal members when it's a 
known fact. When we talk about social impacts, to what degree have we studied the medical 
impacts on our membership? I've lost plenty of family members to cancer, leukemia.  You know 
leukemia is a new thing and everyone is getting it. That hasn't been addressed. I know we're 
doing an IRMP, but there's impacts that stem from what is going on with our natural resources 
that directly impact us. 
 
Water has always been an issue with me. I knew something was wrong with it the minute I 
saw that water and how it was staining those houses. I have a lot of friends and family that live in 
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that area that are drinking that water.  Then they find out the real truth today. How many of them 
are sick over there? How many are sick here? Our tribe will be in a world of trouble when they 
find out what's really wrong with our water. 
 
I live in Inchelium and have received a couple of notifications that there have been 
exceedances of the water quality standards for arsenic, but that the water is still safe to drink. It's 
just occasionally, maybe once every couple of years. Do you know how many times we've got 
notifications that our arsenic levels are over the standard? We always have arsenic in the water, 
but a couple of times we've gotten notifications that we actually exceed the standard, but we 
should be okay. You can still drink it. 
 
Response: 
Arsenic is a naturally occurring element in groundwater. Levels of arsenic in drinking 
water at Inchelium, Nespelem, and around Omak at times has exceeded the U.S. EPA 
standard set for drinking water. Because arsenic treatment systems are very expensive, 
water system managers have addressed the problem by developing new wells to source 
water with lower levels of arsenic. EPA’s arsenic standard was lowered significantly from 
50 parts per billion to 10 parts per billion in 2001 to protect water consumers from the 
effects of long-term, chronic exposure to arsenic. 
 
Additional information is available from a study on arsenic by Aspect Consulting 
completed in 2008, funded by the Indian Health Service. The report is on file at 
Environmental Trust Department. The Washington Department of Health provides an 
on-line database regarding community water systems throughout the state including the 
Inchelium system. Results of water quality sampling are provided to WDOH and posted 
on-line at: 
https://www.doh.wa.gov/DataandStatisticalReports/EnvironmentalHealth/DrinkingWaterSystemData 
 
Much of the Reservation groundwater is moderately to very hard and contains naturally 
high levels of iron, manganese, and calcium. This produces the staining seen on houses 
and the mineral buildup on plumbing fixtures. It also raises the amount of soap or 
detergent needed for cleaning. Hard water isn’t considered a health hazard and can 
actually contribute a small amount of calcium and magnesium toward dietary needs. 
 
Comment: 
I'm almost out of water.  I don't see those guys worrying about our water because the whole 
town of Nespelem is getting our water now. Nobody gets back when they say they were. They 
were going to get hold of the guy that does the water testing. I called once a month and asked, 
"Well, did you test it again?" He said, "Oh no, I can't do that. I'm doing something else." 
 
I check our well every 6 months, but they tell us we have to pour bleach down it. We never 
had to do that years ago. They tapped into our well to water the whole town of Nespelem, but I 
don't have any water.  My water is barely coming out. 
 
Response: 
The Tribal Public Works Department monitors water quality for the Nespelem town 
water system following guidance from the Washington Department of Health. 
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Washington Department of Health recommends testing well water for bacteria and 
nitrate yearly. Nitrate does not seem to be a problem within the Reservation, based on 
limited monitoring performed by Environmental Trust. 
 
Various entities operate public water systems on the Reservation. These include the 
Tribal Public Works Department, the towns of Omak, Okanogan, Coulee Dam, Elmer 
City, and the Inchelium Water District. Drinking water quality for these public water 
systems is monitored in compliance with Washington State Department of Health 
guidelines. The Indian Health Service provides support in terms of well siting, 
construction inspection, pump testing, and initial water quality analysis for individual 
wells. IHS also provides engineering and analysis for community facilities such as 
wastewater treatment facilities. For a problem with a community water system, contact 
the system manager (for Nespelem, it is the Public Works Department). 
 
Comment: 
I'm trying to get a public system setup and get away from the individual wells, and the same 
near Omak in the Hayden Creek area, but I have to seek funding to do that through the Indian 
Health Service, and that's just the process that it is. But that is something that I am completely 
aware of and I don't like it. 
 
Response: 
The Indian Health Service provides support to connect homes where feasible, to 
community water systems. IHS also works with a number of other funding agencies to 
find and secure funding assistance for projects. 
 
 
Air Quality 
Comment: 
Was the air quality not updated for the air quality issues after the mill reopened? I know that 
we shut down in 2008 but they reopened and there were no current issues identified in here at 
that point. 
 
Response: 
The Colville Indian Precision Pine and the Colville Indian Plywood & Veneer mills were 
closed in 2009. The Colville Indian Plywood & Veneer mill was reopened by Omak 
Wood Products in October 2013. The EIS provides emissions data for the mills prior to 
their closure, as well as emissions during the years when the mills were closed and after 
the Plywood and Veneer mill was reopened. 
 
Comment: 
There used to be ash from the mills on my car parked in front of my house. That was just from 
the treatment of the timber. Talk about pollution.  Nobody did anything about it. 
 
Response: 
The air quality program in the Environmental Trust Department and the Director of 
Land and Property Management have worked closely with the Environmental Protection 
Agency (EPA) to ensure the mills do not produce higher than permitted emissions.  The 
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mill has a Title V air quality operating permit that sets limits of emissions and defines 
control devises with standards for operation.  These measures along with efficient 
operation of the wood fired boilers limits the smoke and ash produced.   
 
Comment: 
The mills were there my entire life and if we get the mills again, the pollution is something 
that causes concern about the health problems in our community. 
 
Response: 
Emissions from the mills are regulated by EPA under the Clean Air Act by issuing Title V 
air quality operating permits.  High concentrations of fine particulate matter (PM2.5) do 
pose health problems to portions of the population that are considered to be at risk.  
These are people with any form of lung/heart disease, asthma suffers, COPD and any 
problem that might be exacerbated by poor air quality.  EPA created the Air Quality 
Index to express health concerns based on PM2.5 concentrations.  To learn more about 
this index please see https://www.airnow.gov/.  The air quality program manages three 
PM2.5 monitoring sites on the Reservation with data available at the AirNow site.    
 
Comment: 
What I didn't see in the EIS was the effect we're going to see from the Teck Cominco pollution 
coming down into our water and our air. Because it's coming down from the north and that 
impact should have been part of this study because it's not new, and the Teck Cominco thing has 
been going on for a long time. Once it is in the water, it gets into the soil and when the soil dries, 
it puts that contaminant into our air. The air quality doesn't just affect the habitat in the region, it 
affects the fauna and the flora both. Because when it goes up in the air it comes back down as 
rain. So, it's transporting it all the way across our region. 
 
Response:  
There are serious contamination issues related to industry in Canada and from mining, 
industrial, and agricultural sources affecting the Spokane and Okanogan Rivers. The 
Tribe has filed a lawsuit against Teck and is involved with natural resource damage 
claims and restoration/mitigation plans with the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 
the Washington Department of Ecology and the Spokane Tribe. The EIS for the IRMP is 
required to assess potential impacts resulting from the implementation of the IRMP. As 
such, the issues concerning Teck are outside the scope of the EIS. 
 
 
Forest Access Roads 
Comments: 
Road density increased over the last 15 years because, even though we had a standard that said 
we would try to maintain a road density of 4 miles per square mile on watersheds that were not 
considered extreme, we have unfortunately seen an increase of roads of over 1,500 miles in the 
last 15 years. We have about 7,000 miles of road right now and over 1,500 of them were built in 
the last 15 years. Under the management that we are expecting to do this year, we can expect to 
have about 8,500 miles of roads at the end of this round. And it's something to consider because 
roads are very important for watershed health. 
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The total and open road densities have trended away from what the goals were. Density has 
increased and that needs to be discussed in depth and a pathway to meeting these goals 
developed, not lowering the bar by increasing or throwing out the standard altogether. 
 
The biggest concern is that even when a road is closed, it impacts wildlife and it impacts 
watersheds, it impacts our water. We know from facts that we have been able to keep on record, 
which is a lot, that roads are the underlying water quality problem on this reservation.  It is the 
biggest issue for water, for watersheds, and one of the biggest issues for wildlife, if not the 
biggest issue.  It's bigger than the actual removal of trees, because trees will come back, but 
roads, especially roads that are poorly located cause ongoing problems for the reservation and for 
people of the reservation for decades. 
 
Response: 
The IRMP sets goals and objectives concerning roads and road management. The Forest 
Management Plan also provides best management practices for the design of new roads 
and the improvement of existing roads. The IRMP team works closely together at the 
project level to meet the road goals outlined in the plan, but conflicts between meeting 
the road density objectives and harvest volume goals arise as projects are developed. A 
range of alternatives are considered by the Tribal Council to provide options for meeting 
objectives. Meeting these objectives is related to the site-specific harvest operation 
requirements and the availability of funding to deal with obsolete roads. Conflicts will 
arise, but the IRMP team works to balance all resource objectives in compliance with the 
IRMP. 
 
Projects implemented under the IRMP also provide the opportunity to improve many of 
the roads that are causing stream quality issues. The Forestry Program works closely 
with the IRMP team resource specialists to identify problem roads and implement 
improvements to these roads as a part of timber sale projects, to mitigate many of the 
road issues. These road improvements can often be paid for by the logging operation. 
The IRMP provides interdisciplinary guidance to the Forestry Program on improved 
road management strategies that can mitigate many of the ongoing road issues that 
were not recognized as problems in earlier planning documents. 
 
Comment: 
For tribal members who go up and pick, if there is a road that makes it easier for you to go 
there or to a new territory, you don't necessarily want that road closed. Tribal members I think 
favor that more. So yes, there are a great deal more roads out there, but would the tribal members 
necessarily want them all put back to what they were before? I don't think so. 
 
Response: 
The IRMP recognizes that forest access roads are important to many tribal members for 
hunting, gathering and other uses. The IRMP team will develop project level road plans 
under the IRMP to provide adequate access, while closing roads that will not be needed 
for forestry operations in the near future. The interdisciplinary team approach considers 
all resource needs and designs road management plans to minimize resource impacts of 
roads while maintaining adequate public access. 
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Comment: 
For the 2015 to 2029 planning period, there is $5,000,000 allocated in there for the road 
management, is that just timber roads, or is it all government roads? 
 
Response: 
This is funding for a Forest Roads Management Program that would provide 
management and maintenance for forest access roads. 
 
Comments: 
There's two buckets for road management. The BIA road system gets federal funding for 
management, and they don't get sufficient funding, which is something our tribal government 
needs to actively pursue, so we can get that fixed. We never get enough money to take care of 
them. The other roads come under forestry. When they go out to harvest timber, they are 
authorized to put roads in. The roads are needed to harvest and get the logs out. When they are 
done, they have to do their remediation. 
 
I know that the management team does what it can to protect the resources that are important 
to the tribal members. We make a lot of money off our resources, but we impact the 
environment. I just wish that the tribe would decide to put a little more money into creating 
better roads so they have less impact.  I definitely like the financial rewards, but sometimes we 
have to give something back.  I would like to see better road construction in the first place. 
 
Money from forest practices must also be used to maintain the roads that are constructed as 
part of each harvest sale. 
 
Forestry is only funded to a point. Restoring roads after the harvesting is done there's not 
enough money for them to remedy the roads in the manner that they would like. If they are not 
funded, they cannot put those roads back to the way they were before.  They cannot restore it 
back without the budget. The only way they could is if the tribe provided additional funds from 
stumpage that would allow them to bring it back close to what it was before, but it will never be 
what it was before. 
 
Response: 
The Forestry Program uses all available funding sources to manage and maintain the 
Tribes road system, but most of the work is accomplished as part of timber sale 
compliance. Road management objectives are outlined in the IRMP and Forest 
Management Plan, and the program works closely with the IRMP team and other 
resource advisors to implement best management practices on all roads. Funding 
availability for a Forest Road Management Program will play a big role in providing 
management and maintenance of forest access roads in between timber sales. 
 
Comment: 
About 6 or 7 years ago, they started closing a lot of the timber sale roads that were harvested, 
for instance, the Trail Creek and Jim Creek area on my side of the reservation. I was 
flabbergasted that we paid probably close to $200,000 on Omak and Jim Creek, where bridges 
were put in, and then the following year, they went up and closed the road, and I said, "What was 
the bridge for?" 
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Response: 
The Forestry Program works closely with other resource specialists to determine which 
roads to close after forestry operations are complete. This integrated approach is 
outlined in the IRMP. Many roads are closed temporarily for wildlife needs or other 
resource concerns. Bridges and other infrastructure placed behind these closed roads 
will be used on future timber sales and are still an important part of maintaining a 
working forest road system. Many of these roads will be re-opened 10 to 15 years later 
when the next timber sale occurs. 
 
Comment: 
My dad built those old CC trails up to the lookouts and he brought us out there and showed us 
where he built those roads and trails. Because in his days they had to build roads to keep the fires 
from going everywhere. He said that our firefighters need those roads to get out to the fires, so 
that's what he was doing. That's how come I know a lot about the woods out there, I've been out 
there so many times. When they say the road's closed, I'll go out there and nobody's going to stop 
me. I don't care what the police department or the signs say. I'll go there. Because I've been out 
there and I've walked those woods with my grandma and my dad and I've been everywhere with 
them. 
 
The Forestry Department is responsible for most of the road construction. They walk away 
from maintenance and management, leaving the other departments to find and expend their funds 
to take care of the problem. 
 
Response: 
The Forestry Program works closely with other resource specialists to determine which 
roads to close after forestry operations are complete. This integrated approach is 
outlined in the IRMP. Wildfire management is one of many issues that are evaluated 
when determining which roads to close. Many roads are closed temporarily for wildlife 
needs or other resource concerns. The IRMP team tries to maintain enough open roads 
to provide public access and adequate firefighting access, but not every road can be left 
open when other resource concerns exist. It is a balancing act. 
 
Comment: 
I'm working on the long-range transportation plan. We are very concerned about fish passages 
on the watersheds, and the cleanliness of the water. Climate change is real and it's just going to 
get worse, so we need to put bigger culverts in to handle all the water. I need to get all the roads, 
every road in the inventory so it's covered and maintained by BIA. I'm getting somewhere, but 
the problem is getting all the departments to work together. 
 
Response: 
The IRMP is a good step towards better coordination between resource management 
programs. The IRMP team develops projects with an interdisciplinary approach utilizing 
the IRMP for guidance. All resource specialists with concerns participate to help develop 
a road plan for each project and address site-specific concerns related to road condition 
and management. 
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Soils and Erosion 
Comments: 
As we can see from the last year, there are a great deal of impacts to the soil from the tribal 
departments or the Bureau of Indian Affairs harvesting the natural resource, or the cattlemen 
utilizing the lands.  But Mother Nature has shown us that she, too will have a direct impact on 
our soil and our water. I think that's one thing in the IRMP, we can't really predict what Mother 
Nature will do. You know the runoff that we had this year did more damage to all the roads, to 
all the waterways, than all the programs out there doing their work to manage the natural 
resources. 
 
The impacts to the soils are affected by Mother Nature. Forestry didn't go out and do the 
damage to those roads intentionally. Range doesn't go out and do the damage to those roads 
intentionally. We don't go out there and intentionally do damage to those roads. There is no way 
anyone could predict the runoff this year. There's no way anyone could fix the damage that 
happened to our roads and our creeks. 
 
Response: 
Heavy rainfall increases the amount of soil erosion, especially from forest access roads 
that are poorly designed and maintained. The Tribes' have formalized road construction 
standards and best management practices to reduce the impact of wet winters on forest 
roads. The IRMP includes goals and objectives to "manage road use to protect the 
roadway and resources, and provide for a sustained maintenance program." Forest road 
maintenance has been lacking in the past due to funding limitations. The Tribal Council 
is evaluating revenue sources that could provide long-term funding for forest road 
maintenance and closure. 
 
 
Mill Closure 
Comments: 
The mill is closed, so what happens to that lumber? 
 
I thought the Omak Mill wasn't in production anymore.  
 
The EIS stated that we are deriving funds and our tribal members are working for Omak Wood 
Products and Precision Pine and way at the end of it they said they've closed. You should state 
that right in the beginning and not let people think we have two mills working. Why say that at 
the end when the fact should be at the beginning? Today, those mills are not working. 
 
Response: 
When the IRMP was prepared and the EIS was nearing completion, the Omak Wood 
Products Mill closed. The Tribes' hope to find a new lessee to reopen the mill as soon as 
possible. In the meantime, there are other mills in the region that will take the Colville 
lumber. The analysis in the EIS assumes that the mill will be reopened, which is likely. 
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Economics 
Comments: 
We have all these other businesses, so why do we have to harvest resources that we need to 
live on? Seven generations from now, we are going to need them. 
 
The Tribes have other revenue resources that could offset the revenue, to some extent, that we 
rely on from our natural resources. 
 
We have the four variations of our revenue and forests are our natural resource that contributes 
49%. There are other revenue sources that are not considered in this and perhaps we wouldn't 
have to be so reliant on our forest for our revenue. If we were to reduce our reliance on forest 
products, then our forest revenue perhaps might not be 49%, especially if our forests aren't able 
to sustain the production that is projected in this IRMP. 
 
Response: 
The Tribes' business activities have become more diverse in recent years, which has 
provided more economic resilience from fluctuations in the forest products market. 
However, as the EIS shows, timber harvesting still typically provides half of the Tribes' 
operating revenue. The IRMP recognizes the need (and legal requirement) to manage 
forest resources sustainably. This includes conducting forest management activities that 
address overstocking, insects, disease, and other forest health issues. 
 
The socioeconomics impact analysis in the EIS estimates the regional impacts 
associated with each of the five alternative management scenarios identified in the 
IRMP. As such, the analysis does not evaluate or provide an opinion on scenarios that 
are not specifically defined by the IRMP. 
 
Comment: 
We're still obligated to this mill that doesn't justify it. The antique mill that we had in 
Nespelem made more profit than that other mill can ever bring into the future.  We could rape 
our land and take every bit of the timber and it would still never fulfill the obligations to that 
mill if we set the numbers too high.  
 
Response: 
Business decisions involving contracts and obligated delivery quotas with a mill can 
change over time. The EIS assumes that obligations to a mill under the new IRMP will 
be similar to the past planning period with a sustainable harvest level. 
 
Comments: 
Isn't 10% of the revenue from forest products used for land acquisition? 
 
As a result of harvesting all that timber, we have acquired land to make our reservation a non-
checkerboard reservation. 
 
Response: 
The Tribes' set aside $10 per thousand board feet of stumpage revenue for land 
acquisition. 
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Comment: 
We are venturing into agriculture on a commercial level. Once that gets out of a development 
stage, that would be another source of revenue other than our forest products. Agricultural 
income wasn't considered in the revenue stream presented in the document. 
 
Response: 
The Tribes' commitment to expanding agriculture on the Reservation is new to the 
IRMP. The management strategy is only in the preliminary stages. Consequently, the 
potential economic benefits are unknown and might not be realized for several years. 
 
 
Employment 
Comments: 
Most of the loggers now on this reservation are not even tribal members.  Most of the people 
employed are not tribal members. This isn't benefiting our tribes.  
 
Back in the day, my uncles and my grandparents and everybody were loggers. My son was as 
well, though he isn't right now. But the younger kids are not going to the forest anymore. So, 
that's the reason we have loggers from the outside. 
 
All my grandparents, my parents, my father, my uncle, my cousins, worked in the forests and 
provided for their families. I might not have gone to college if I didn't have that support from my 
family that they gained through our resources.  So, I know that's important to our communities. 
 
I can remember in high school, coming to the tribal office and there were only 30 employees. 
How many do we have today? All of us benefit from our natural resources by providing 
employment to our membership.  All of our children and grandchildren, they benefit from it. Our 
education is provided by it.  I too would like to see it the way it was when my great-grandmother 
was here, but is that something that is really feasible? What we need to do is strive to do best 
practices today. How we balance that is where I think the issues come up. I've been in meetings 
and heard different program staff come in and share their concerns, but our tribe does hire 
expertise, and for whatever reason, they do provide the management direction, they do carry out 
what they have been instructed to do. I don't think anyone in any of our tribal programs comes to 
work each day to not do their job. I just don't believe that. 
 
Natural resource revenue funds 803 full and part-time jobs. I would say the majority of those 
positions are tribal, some are non-member, but I think the way we use our natural resources to 
make 803 jobs for those families, that if we didn't have that, then what would those membership 
families do for a job? 
 
Response: 
The socioeconomic analysis does not differentiate between tribal and non-tribal 
members. The analysis is designed to estimate the total economic impact (direct and 
indirect) that results from expenditures that occur within the study region (i.e., Ferry 
County and Okanogan County) as a result of each of the alternative management 
scenarios. Expenditures made by tribal and non-tribal members thus have equal weight 
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in the analysis. It is likely true that many of the jobs created by each of the management 
alternatives will be filled by tribal members since all of the jobs will be located in Ferry 
County and Okanogan County. 
 
Comment: 
Does the delivered log rate on the Impact Analysis of Revenues and Expenditures chart relate 
to jobs? Aren't loggers and truckers paid through the Sort Yard? 
 
Response: 
The payor of truckers and loggers in this analysis is not relevant, whether it is the mill, 
the Tribes, the Sort Yard, or some other party. To estimate the total economic impact to 
the study region (i.e., Ferry County and Okanogan County), all that matters is if loggers 
and truckers are paid to perform services within the study region. The model also 
assumes that these workers reside and consume goods and services within the study 
region. This assumption may or may not be true for all workers included in the analysis, 
but it is a necessary and conventional assumption. 
 
Comment: 
The chart should show the additional funding taken in the stumpage allocation plan itself that 
is recaptured by the bureau or the tribe to pay for the underlying clean ups and the compliance 
issues that are out there after the forest is logged. For instance, the mechanical piling and clean 
up that they do. What's the 10% cover now? It's not covering all the compliance. But this other 
additional money, that's pulled per MBF harvest, is paid additionally to the tribe for the 
excavation piling and the compliance issues. The additional funding that comes out of stumpage 
creates new jobs there. The chart is not correct. 
 
Response: 
The chart has been revised to provide additional details of expenditures, and 
employment effects are also updated for the Final EIS. Forest management deductions 
(10% of stumpage) fund planting, pre-commercial thinning, cone collection, some 
excavator piling, broadcast burning for site preparation, stocking surveys, and other 
forest development related activities.  The Colville Tribal Sort Yard deposits some 
additional funding to a “special project” account to pay for excavator piling expenses.  
Excavator piling is a responsibility of the Sort Yard in the contract, but tribal forest 
development staff are better suited to handle the contract bid, award, and 
administration of those activities. An additional $5 per thousand board feet of stumpage 
is dedicated to environmental clean-up activities. 
 
Comment: 
Under alternative 5, all employment positions related to the management of Reservation 
resources would be eliminated with the exception of jobs created by the forest roads.  It said that 
forest and range management would decrease, but Fish and Wildlife, Environmental Trust, Parks 
and Recreation positions for resource management on the reservation would not be impacted. 
Forestry and range are not the only departments that manage reservation resources. This needs to 
be corrected to include all tribal resource related positions. 
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Response: 
The socioeconomic analysis shows an assessment of the jobs that would be created 
under each of the alternatives. Employment positions that would exist regardless of 
which alternative is considered are not included in the analysis. Specifically, the analysis 
only considers employment positions that fit into one of the following categories: 
 

• Logging operations 
• Truckers 
• Sort Yard 
• Milling Facilities 
• Tribal/BIA Forestry 
• Forest Development/Mechanical Site Preparation 
• Forest Road Management 
• Range Management. 

 
Employment positions associated with Fish and Wildlife, Environmental Trust, and 
Parks and Recreation will continue to exist under Alternative 5, but since they aren't 
generated by Alternative 5, they are not shown in the employment tables or included in 
the socioeconomic impact analysis for Alternative 5. 
 
Comment: 
Forestry and range positions could be replaced with other opportunities for employment. A 
diverse economy will reduce the reliance on the current economic structure and open new 
opportunities. 
 
Response: 
This may be true. The Tribes' businesses have become more diverse over time. Any 
additional business opportunities, however, would have to be substantial to reduce or 
eliminate the need for revenue provided by the Tribes' forest products businesses. 
 
 
Wildlife 
Comment: 
I've seen the game go down and come back up and that's awesome. There was a lot of game 
this year.  There were a few years where the game just left. 
 
Response: 
Elk, deer, moose, and bighorn sheep are an important part of Colville tribal culture, 
providing subsistence and spiritual values to tribal members and their families. The Fish 
& Wildlife Department conducts big game aerial surveys during years when winter 
weather is favorable for observing animals and when funding is available. These surveys 
provide population composition and species abundance data for white-tailed deer, mule 
deer, elk, moose, bighorn sheep, and feral horses on the Colville Reservation. The 
surveys indicate that deer, elk and moose are showing a gradual increase in populations 
over time. 
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Comment: 
On McAllister, we're not supposed to go into the bird habitat, because their sensitivity is 
extreme. We are never supposed to touch them, never supposed to go in there and log, and yet 
these activities still continue to go on today. 
 
Response: 
There are currently no restricted areas on McAllister. The Fish & Wildlife Department 
designates buffer zones around nests for raptors such as the Northern Goshawk and 
Great Gray Owl when they are identified. The other resource management departments 
are notified of these buffer zones to avoid any management activity that may affect these 
priority species. The buffer zones are in effect for identified nesting sites during the 
nesting season (October-February). 
 
Comment: 
Down below Moses Mountain, we were told that they were planting blue spruce, but they 
were spraying all the willows to kill them. Deer eat the leaves off the willows. So, I asked if this 
goes down into the roots, and they said it probably did. It seems they don't know everything 
about those herbicides they're using.  These are paid professionals that are supposed to be 
managing our resources. 
 
Response: 
Spraying for harvest site preparation and planting has not occurred on the Reservation 
since the late 1990’s. It is not the policy of the Tribes to spray willow trees in riparian 
areas.  
 
Comments: 
We go to Roaring Creek and we've seen hunters coming down there. They'll have a hunter 
standing on the back of a pickup with the rifle and someone else driving it. Our own people need 
those deer, or elk, or moose, and they're coming down here and taking them.  I would like to see 
a gate going clear across the north side so they can't enter. If you go up to Okanagan National 
Forest, they have gates to close it off.  I would like us to have a totally fenced off reservation 
with major fencing. And then we could have "Checkpoint Charlie's," like the Yakama's do. 
 
People think they can just come in and do whatever they want to do. I understand they're 
going into the Hellgate area to camp, and during hunting season it gets to be a great big old party 
place. We've got to have strict rules somewhere. 
 
Response: 
The Tribes regulate the harvest of wildlife resources within the aboriginal territory of the 
Colville Tribes. In regulating wildlife and recreation resources of the Reservation, tribal 
members are afforded the greatest possible freedom to use and enjoy these resources, 
consistent with the preservation and improvement of these resources for future 
generations. Wildlife found on the Reservation may be taken only at such times, in such 
places, and in such a manner as provided by tribal law. 
 
Tribal members may exercise fishing and hunting rights on-Reservation, on the North 
Half and off-Reservation pursuant to tribal regulation. Non-members may exercise the 
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privilege to hunt and fish on the Colville Reservation only pursuant to tribal regulation 
and only after first obtaining the required permit or license. Permits for hunting by non-
tribal members are issued only pursuant to special regulations approved by the Business 
Council. Violators of tribal fish & wildlife regulations are trespassing and are subject to 
tribal and federal sanctions. Enforcement of wildlife regulations is primarily 
the responsibility of police officers and other tribal law enforcement personnel. 
 
The Parks & Recreation Program provides enforcement of the Tribes’ codes for camping, 
boating, off-road vehicles and natural resource codes that apply to all persons who hunt, 
fish, engage in recreational or related activities on the Reservation and other traditional 
areas. The program also enforces tribal codes regulating watercraft registration, land 
use and development, cultural resource protection, and feral horses. 
 
Comment: 
Beaver are an important species because they can cool the temperatures of the waters and 
that's a big struggle that we've been having. Fish and wildlife is trying to get an NRCS grant to 
bring beaver in and spread them out into areas that are really in need of dams and beaver activity.  
Sometimes departments turn on each other so there's not a large amount of support out of the 
Fish and Wildlife department for that.  The director feels the beavers are a problem because he 
was out in one watershed and saw what he thought was a problem.  But we are looking at a 
bigger picture, and in that big picture beavers are needed, and it's a very necessary resource. 
Those ponds and everything that comes from that is a bonus for us in future harvesting, for 
wildlife, culture, and everything. Here's a picture of the San Poil River today, and you can see 
that there's not a very diverse species of trees. Here's what it used to look like and you can see 
the large cottonwood trees in this picture and that's what we need. Beavers can help do that. 
 
Response: 
Beaver (Castor canadensis) are a tribal priority wildlife species and their importance to 
the ecosystem is recognized by the Fish & Wildlife Department. The department is 
currently preparing a Beaver Management Plan that will conduct surveys to monitor 
population numbers. Currently, the population of beaver on the Reservation is sufficient 
enough to allow trapping during the winter months, however, there are few trappers 
taking advantage of the opportunity. 
 
Comment: 
While the increased forest activity of alternatives three and four will have the greatest impact 
to wildlife, the harvest levels in alternative one and two will also cause habitat loss and 
fragmentation. 
 
Response: 
The Wildlife program works to support and maintain abundant wildlife populations 
through annual wildlife surveys, habitat restoration and population augmentations. 
These efforts promote a balance of biodiversity important to the Reservation 
community. With expertise in habitat protection and restoration, the Fish & Wildlife 
Department provides fencing, planting, and maintenance of native vegetation 
throughout the Reservation. In addition, the staff protects and monitors vital native 
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vegetation to ensure essential wildlife habitat such as big game winter range, fawning 
and calving habitat and travel corridors. 
 
Under the Status Quo Alternative 1 and the preferred Enhanced IRMP Alternative 2, the 
efforts of the Fish & Wildlife Department will continue and can be expected to result in 
continued stability and growth of monitored game species. The effects of the forest road 
system and disruptions from timber harvest activities will continue, however, the use of 
the Project Proposal Process (3P), adaptive management practices, ongoing restoration 
activities, and the maintenance of game reserves and mitigation lands should ensure 
habitat viability. 
 
 
Fish 
Comment: 
We are spending millions of dollars on salmon reintroduction and on sending them over the 
Grand Coulee Dam, and we want to bring the salmon home. But what are we bringing the 
salmon home to but poisoned waters? We know that they're poisoned. It just seems ridiculous at 
this point that we're investing so much money to bring something into what we know is 
contaminated habitat. 
 
Response: 
Metals and other contaminants have been identified in the Upper Columbia from 
Canadian sources. Studies are ongoing to identify contaminants in the river system to 
determine whether they pose a health risk to humans. The Washington Department of 
Health recommends a safe level of consumption of salmonids in the Upper Columbia 
and Lake Roosevelt of up to 3 meals per week of Kokanee and 2 of Rainbow trout. It is 
reasonable to assume that anadromous salmonids would be as safe to consume should 
passage over the dams become a reality. 
 
Comment: 
I noticed a lot of people went out and cleared out our creek up there and it's actually got fish 
this year for the first time. But I noticed they are dying. 
 
Response: 
The comment does not specify the creek referenced. The Fish & Wildlife Department has 
ongoing habitat restoration and fish passage projects. The Department is unaware of 
any major fish kills occurring recently in Reservation waters. 
 
Comment: 
My son worked for Fish and Wildlife, working on a stream, planting trees to rebuild the 
stream beds, and he's been doing that for many years and I wonder why we're not getting it here? 
Why are we not rebuilding our streams that have been damaged in so many places.  I think that 
should be included and added. Rebuild our streams. 
 
Response: 
The Fish & Wildlife Department has several programs to enhance the Reservation’s 
fisheries, with efforts to improve water quality in lakes, control non-native predator 
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species, and to mitigate losses of anadromous fish caused by the construction and 
operations of the Chief Joseph and Grand Coulee Dams. Habitat restoration and 
protection activities, such as restoring fish passage barriers, fencing, riparian planting, 
stream bank and habitat restoration have been implemented and are monitored. 
 
The Lake Roosevelt Habitat Improvement Project has been ongoing since 1990 and has 
implemented extensive habitat restoration and fish passage projects in the Sanpoil River 
Watershed and Lake Roosevelt tributaries on the eastern portion of the reservation. 
Similar restoration work for anadromous salmonids has occurred in the Okanogan 
Basin since the late 1990’s as well. 
 
In addition, Environmental Trust is conducting watershed restoration treatments that 
include replacement of fish blocking or otherwise deficient culverts and 
decommissioning of roads that affect streamflow and water quality. 
 
Comments: 
I really do believe that we have to think about what we are doing out there, because if our 
waters are warming and the fish are no longer able to thrive, and if the cattle and the wild horses 
are out there, then our wildlife, the four-legged creatures out there, are the ones that we want to 
make sure have the resources that they need to survive out in the woods. I'm hoping that this 
document, and our plan for it, will look out for them. 
 
Fish and Wildlife don't want to have to maintain the status quo, they want to return 
anadromous fish to the upper Columbia and associated historic habitats. This requires increased 
riparian vegetation and deciduous trees to provide and protect habitat and reduce sediment 
loading affecting habitat. Forest actions can negatively impact this goal. 
 
Response: 
The IRMP under the Holistic Goal recognizes the importance of maintaining diverse 
habitats for fish and wildlife. Project planning, environmental assessment, habitat 
restoration and Best Management Practices address environmental issues and provide 
mitigation measures to ensure that the Reservation has sustainable and diverse habitats. 
 
The Fish & Wildlife Department has ongoing restoration activities. A new, prioritized 
restoration plan for the Sanpoil and Upper Columbia tributaries also includes riparian 
restoration and protection, among other prescribed treatments.  
 
 
Wildfire 
Comments: 
I've seen what devastation can happen from fire if we don't take care of our forested area.  We 
weren't very aggressive and we lost a huge area, and I do believe if we had gotten out there and 
did more of our thinning and burning, maybe it wouldn't have been so bad. But on the other 
hand, mother nature takes care of herself. She sent that fire for a reason. She sent that water this 
winter for a reason. They tell us get ready, look at the signs. I do believe that maybe we need to 
be a little more aggressive and get out there and make sure that the low-lying stuff which is fuel 
for a fire to consume is removed. We walked out there and saw what it did over north of our 
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home. It was an incineration. Did it have to be?  I don't think so. I think for my own self, I would 
like to see if we have that type of program that we enforce it, that we comply with it.  
 
The timber people need to get out there and really take care of the low-lying fire fuels. That 
needs to be addressed and we need to be more aggressive. Had that been taken care of, maybe 
the wildfire wouldn't have burned as hot and as extreme as it did. People are very concerned that 
we do preventive maintenance and that there is accountability. 
 
Response: 
Forest residue and fuel management practices can be effective in lowering the fire 
hazard on particular sites. Effective fuel management treatments include the removal of 
light surface fuels with prescribed fire and the thinning of crown fuels by mechanical 
means. These treatments are only temporarily effective and require repeated treatments 
over time. Considering the overwhelming buildup of hazardous fuel on the Reservation, 
the Tribes are faced with an enormous long-term challenge. 
 
Recommended fuel treatments in fire management zones include mechanical thinning, 
hand thinning, mechanized-piling, hand piling, and prescribed burning. Fuels 
treatments vary in how long they are effective, depending upon the local conditions. 
 
The IRMP includes a goal to support an aggressive wildland fire prevention program. 
Under this goal are objectives to: 

• Maintain a comprehensive fuel management program that addresses multi-
disciplinary fire applications.  

• Conduct a fuels inventory that will integrate with the GIS database and provide 
for long term trend monitoring. 

• Attend district meetings and general membership meetings of the Colville Tribes 
to keep the membership informed. 

 
 
Livestock Grazing 
Comments: 
Why is grazing important or is it important? Are there any benefits to cows grazing? 
 
Response: 
The IRMP emphasizes the importance of stewardship of the range resource, the need for 
integration of multiple uses on rangelands, and the opportunity for tribal members and 
the Reservation community to benefit economically from the range resource. With 
proper rangeland management, range health can be maintained or improved while 
accommodating other tribal objectives. These objectives include fish and wildlife 
habitat, culturally significant plants and animals, water quality, and fuel treatments to 
prevent wildfires. 
 
When managed properly, livestock can be instrumental in reducing fuel loads for 
wildland fires. When grass land communities are left un-grazed, it can lead to a build-up 
of previous years plant material (known as thatch), which can increase wildland fire fuel 
loads and reduce the productivity and health of native plant communities by crowding 
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out native plant seedlings. Large amounts of dead plant material can also increase the 
intensity at which a wildland fire will burn. Rangelands will recover more quickly with a 
low-moderate burn severity.  
  
Grasslands are adapted for grazing animals. The absence of grazing for long periods of 
time can convert grasslands to a more shrub dominated plant community. Well 
managed livestock grazing will often increase the diversity of habitats that are available 
to wildlife; healthy, diverse grasslands are important to ungulates, such as deer and elk. 
Livestock grazing can increase the vigor of plants by stimulating them to create new 
shoots. Grazing has been directly correlated to an increase in wildlife numbers, and 
wildlife prefer the fresh new shoots that come up after livestock have grazed an area.  
 
Livestock also incorporate dead plant material and seeds back into the soil via “hoof 
action.” Manure adds nutrients back into the soil. In addition, livestock watering points 
provide wildlife with access to water. Wildlife activity is often observed around these 
livestock watering areas. Livestock create trails that are also used by wildlife as they 
provide easier access through forests and rangelands. 
 
Comments: 
We don't own the non-member cows.  They're in business for themselves.  They're in there to 
make money off of us, ruining our environment while they're doing it. It's illegal to bring other 
people's cows in, but they're doing that. The reservation was not set up for the benefit of non-
members. 
 
They pushed back on non-member cattle on the reservation, but I can see a whole bunch of 
them come back out. 
 
Non-member leaseholders are more often living on the coast or other areas distant from the 
Reservation and don't monitor their cattle or their impacts. If members wanted to stop allowing 
off-Reservation ranchers from leasing range units, then it should have been incorporated into the 
preferred alternative. 
 
Cattle owned by nonmembers are allowed to run rampant, harassing tribal members on their 
own property while the owners remain off the reservation and unresponsive to the members 
needs and complaints. 
 
Cattle grazing is how most of us started out after we were put on the Reservation, because we 
were made to be farmers and ranchers.  It seems good that we want to set properties aside for 
tribal members to use for grazing, but they are paying so much less than the other people with 
livestock. 
 
Very few of our people are cattlemen. But there's massive amounts of acreage being leased 
and a massive amount of cows.  We know for a fact that they are bringing in cows from Moses 
Lake and they make money on the side. This has been going on for many years.  
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Response: 
Tribal members and non-tribal livestock producers who live within the boundaries of 
the Reservation are permitted to graze livestock on range units based on allocated 
stocking capacities. Rotational grazing practices are utilized to promote overall 
rangeland health. If there is no grazing permit application for a range unit, or if the Fish 
& Wildlife Department permits the range unit for wildlife use, it is rested from livestock 
grazing. Additionally, a range unit will be rested if it has been disturbed by wildfire, 
depending on the intensity and size of the burned area. In some cases, grazing will be 
delayed to protect culturally important plants. 
 
The current fee rate for tribal members is a base rate of $1.20 per Animal Unit Month 
(AUM) and for non-members residing within the Reservation boundaries, the fee rate is 
$10.00 per AUM (approximately market rate). All permittees pay $10.00 per AUM on 
allotment range units. Range unit grazing permits are subject to the provisions of the 
Rangeland Management chapter of the Tribal Code and the Code of Federal 
Regulations. 
 
Permittees may only graze livestock they own and that bear their brand. Grazing 
livestock owned by non-tribal, off-Reservation ranchers is not allowed on the Tribes' 
range units. Some permittees may have alternative grazing areas outside of the 
Reservation that they move their livestock to for periods of time.  
 
Comments: 
The DEIS says there were four over grazed units. Are they in the Omak District or all over the 
reservation? Is that the current situation?  
 
With the recent wildfires, we have found it difficult to rest grazing units impacted by wildfires 
for even a year. The same range units are being used over and over without any rest. Rotation of 
grazing units may require ranchers to move their stock to less utilized units. Who is to bear the 
costs of this? Ranchers complain, and are allowed to continue using the same units. Rotational 
use must be enforced, especially in fresh burn areas. 
 
I believe that wildlife contribute to some of the over grazing out there, but I don't think they 
contribute to the extent that the wild horses do. 
 
Climate change will impact the ability of land to grow forage, decreasing the amount of 
AUMs per acre and may not support an increase in livestock. The Range Program should 
conduct an assessment of how many AUMs will be available under predicted climate change. 
 
Response: 
Overgrazing damages the long-term productivity of rangeland forage and allows noxious 
weeds, such as cheat grass, to invade. Out of forty-eight range units, only four have been 
identified as heavily grazed. These range units are on the west side of the Reservation in 
lower elevation sage brush steppe ecological sites that are infested with cheat grass. The 
Range Program is currently developing management strategies for these units including 
reduction of livestock numbers and treatments to reduce the cheat grass infestation.  
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Based on the 2015 range inventory, the Reservation range units produce over 273,000 
tons of forage each year. Not all of this forage is accessible for grazing due to steep 
slopes and lack of water points. Only about 25% of shrub-steppe and 50% of forest 
forage are considered to be accessible for livestock grazing. In addition, the Range 
Program maintains a forage utilization standard called "take half/leave half" that 
reserves forage and habitat for wildlife. 
 
Allowing for these factors, the Reservation could potentially support over 47,000 head 
of cattle. This would, however, require intensive management with extensive fencing, 
watering facilities, and sufficient manpower to manage rotational grazing practices. For 
these reasons, the maximum amount of livestock permitted under the IRMP was 
reduced to approximately 13,000 head of cattle, which was the amount of livestock 
grazed during the 1960s. Since that time, the number of livestock on the Reservation's 
range units has steadily declined. In 2015, less than 3,800 cattle were actually permitted 
on the Reservation's range units (another 400 head of cattle are on leased tracts). In 
some cases, permittees and lessees pay for, but don't graze all the livestock they could in 
order to reserve a range unit for their sole use. In addition, ranchers are retiring and not 
passing their operations on to the next generation. Ranching profits are down due to the 
increasing cost of operation, and young people are not as interested in cattle ranching. 
 
Comments: 
The EIS says 58% of our tribal members voted no on the cows.  But they are out there. When 
they did the survey, they asked the membership to make a comment on whether they wanted 
cows on the reservation. It was 58% and it was published in the IRMP and it's not in here now. 
Where is the survey? 
 
I'm not fond of cattle, but there were many Indian women that were cattle women, very strong 
cattle women. But when they ran their cattle, they relied on that resource out there and they made 
their livelihood on it. So, I won't say anything negative about them. None of us are able to live 
the way that our great-grandmothers did, our grandmothers, even my mother.  We are never 
going to be able to turn the clock back and have that life again. Going forward though, it would 
be our hope that for my great-grandchildren, that this great 1.4 million acres will be something 
that will sustain them. 
 
We were cattle people at one time, my mom's grandma became a cattle woman.  Historically 
in the documents over there she’s next to Lewis Huffington and was one of the successful 
cattlemen and cattlewomen on the reservation.  Not enough tribal people own the cattle in my 
opinion. 
 
This is true of my family, too, and they were very successful cattlewomen. That being said, we 
still know what cattle do to the water. We don't support it. 
 
Our tribe does not get that much revenue from cattle. There's a very few, a little tiny group 
that benefits from them. So, I personally would recommend that we could eliminate cattle and 
not be detrimental to what we are doing with the IRMP. 
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We should have at least four range riders in these districts, simply because we have 1.4 million 
acres, 700,000 of it in forest land and a lot of these cows are in our forest land. 
 
We should take into consideration the revenue that we get for the cattle and the expenditures 
we make to administer it. Considering the damage that they do, we would almost be better off to 
have no cattle, and just deal with the wild horses and the wildlife. 
 
If we eliminated livestock grazing and the damage from cattle, the Range staff could 
concentrate on bringing the vegetation back and mitigating all the weeds that are out there.  
 
What if we bought out all the grazing leases? We couldn't dictate on allotments, but if we just 
bought out all the leases from the cattlemen, and not have the cattle there, we’d still be ahead. 
 
Response: 
The Reservation community responded to a number of questions about livestock grazing 
in the 2014 Community Survey. Results are available on the Tribes' IRMP webpage. 
Both the IRMP and the EIS present the following survey results regarding livestock 
grazing on the Reservation: 
 

Question 27: How do you feel about cattle grazing on the 
Reservation? 

Percentage 
Agreeing 

Grazing is an important source of income for tribal ranchers and 
allotment owners. 

34% 

Grazing is part of the Reservation culture and should be continued. 23% 
Grazing should be discontinued on the Reservation. 21% 
Livestock and wildlife grazing are essential to maintain the health 
and productivity of the Reservation rangelands. 

34% 

Cattle can impact streams and wetlands when they are allowed to 
remain in one place for too long. 

58% 

Heavily grazed range units should not be grazed every year. 49% 
 
Grazing was established on the Reservation to provide economic opportunities for the 
Reservation community. As the cost of livestock operations has increased over time, 
fewer people are involved in cattle ranching and the number of livestock on the range 
units has been greatly reduced. This, and the fact that tribal members qualify for grazing 
fees significantly below market rates, results in minimal revenue to the Tribes' general 
fund. Grazing fees and federal funding do not cover all the costs of managing the Tribes' 
rangelands and must be supplemented by the Tribes from other revenue. 
 
The Tribes could feasibly choose to discontinue livestock grazing on tribal trust lands (as 
is considered in Alternative #5, or with a permit buyout), but this would not apply to 
allotments or private fee lands. Discontinuing grazing would preclude tribal members 
from benefitting from the rangeland resource and may conflict with the BIA's fiduciary 
responsibility to ensure that the Reservation's resources are used for the benefit of the 
tribal community. 
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Buying out livestock grazing leases on tracts administered by the BIA Realty 
Department would have little effect on the number of livestock on the Reservation. Trust 
leased areas are often used for livestock that are permitted on the range units. The 
livestock may be rotated from range units to leased tracts and private fee parcels (that 
may be on or off the Reservation). 
 
Currently, Realty requires that moving permits be included in all Pasture/Grazing 
leases. This allows Realty to keep track of how many animals are transported on and off 
the Reservation.  These compliance measures ensure the safety and integrity of the 
leases, and are carried out in a manner consistent with the goals and objectives of the 
IRMP, tribal codes and project review processes. 
 
Comments: 
The Tribes have spent a lot of money to install range management infrastructure, only to have 
the owner cut fences and open gates to allow their cattle into streams and placing salt blocks 
right next to streams. We need enforcement of the regulations we have. 
 
Enforcement of existing regulations and best management practices are needed and a plan to 
deal with livestock trespass is needed, including a holding pen as a way to harvest meat from 
confiscated animals that can be delivered to the membership. 
 
Alternative 4 would increase the number of livestock grazing on the reservation rangelands. 
An increase in livestock will also lead to an increase in livestock in our streams and our waters. 
Without additional infrastructure to protect those areas, the results could be devastating. 
 
I was on a field trip in the spring, and they said this was all fenced off, but they cut the fence 
so they can get their cows in the riparian area. I've been going on field trips for 25 years, and 
almost every place we went to, that's what happened: they cut fences. I asked the Tribal Council 
"Why aren't they being fined?" Cow's will get in our creeks and they stay there all summer.  
They're in the mud and that's how they ruined our fish beds. The Natural Resource chairman 
said, "Oh no, we don't need to fine them." We've got our Tribal Council, we've got our natural 
resource people, our IRMP people, but they just kind of slough off everything. 
 
We only have 16 people working in the Range Program. We want them to make sure all the 
fences are out there on the 50 range units, of which 10 are inactive right now, 40 are active. The 
fire burned 300,000 acres and there's no way that that a 16-person staff can go out there and put 
all those fences back up. Those folks are not in the office, they're out there. I work right down 
the hallway from them and they are out there. Once the season turns, they are out there doing the 
best job that they can, but they’re just like many of the other programs, they are given a 
responsibility. The plan is good, the intention is good, but if they do not have the funding and 
they do not have the resources, what can they do? 
 
Response: 
The Range program uses many different funding sources to help with the cost of 
installing infrastructure, including the Farm Service Agency, Burned Area Emergency 
Response, and Natural Resource Conservation Service funding. The Range Program 
uses its range riders to enforce the laws and use best management practices on the range 
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units. It is the responsibility of the permittee to maintain the fences on their range units. 
Permittees are required to fix fences and establish salting locations in compliance with 
best management practices.  
 
When livestock are in trespass, the Range program contacts the permittee to move their 
livestock out of trespass. If the permittee does not comply within a reasonable amount 
of time, the Range Program removes the livestock and impounds them. The Range 
Program is not allowed to donate meat for food distribution. 
 
 
Feral Horses 
Comments: 
The feral horse herd is getting larger and they seem to be more detrimental to our natural 
resources.  I know from other reservations that it can get really detrimental. Are we doing 
anything about it? 
 
I'm hoping that the horse mitigation is going to be substantial. 
 
There are a lot of feral horses out there. To spend the time and effort and money to go out and 
capture all these feral horses and put them up for adoption or something else, would make a lot 
more sense than to say "These ones are ok," and kick them back out there. Because it doesn't fix 
the issue. It just allows them to breed and breed until they are out of control again. 
 
During the last feral horse capture, it was a minority group that came in and stopped it. But if 
you go to Yakama or Warm Springs, you see what has happened. There it is out of control. We 
still have the opportunity to stop ours. Our herd could easily be back to what it was before. One 
year they did what they said they were going to do, but the second time they didn't get to follow 
all the way through. So, our herd and all the effort is like a wash now. If we don't do something 
soon, our berries out there and our Indian foods are not going to be there. 
 
I have been down to the valley and you see them fighting or starving each other out, or they 
don't have any water. The horses will rip the vegetation out of the dirt to eat, but a cow will chew 
it sideways and leave something there to grow again, like the wild grasses. They stay in the same 
area and continue to go around until everything is completely gone. 
 
There's a big complaint about over grazing, but nobody complains when they see 25 horses 
out there. They don't realize the horses are eating our plants and the native foods for our culture 
and our people, but they're tramping all over and going back and forth across it and they run with 
no purpose and they eat wherever. 
 
We own the horses, handed down to us when our people first came here from Moses Lake, 
Wenatchee, all the different areas when we moved to this Reservation.  We own them, not the 
BIA, not the foresters, not the Fish & Wildlife. Nobody owns them but us. I think it's a violation 
of our rights that they are targeting them for removal.  They say they're tearing up all kinds of 
land and everything, but now guess who's there?  Non-member cows. 
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I have just a few cattle, but I sure have two or three dozen wild horses running through my 
range, running through my property that I don't appreciate. They are not my horses and if they're 
yours, you come and take them and you take care of them.  People are not being responsible for 
what they have out there. 
 
I'm very hopeful that the plan that we have in this document will address the feral horse 
problem. I want all those wild horses gone. They are a big contributor to the damage to our 
grasses and our open areas. 
 
Response: 
Feral, free roaming horses are under the jurisdiction of the Tribes and are managed as 
part of the natural resources of the Reservation. They are protected from unauthorized 
capture, branding, undue disturbance and destruction. They and their habitat are to be 
managed and controlled in a manner designed to achieve and maintain a feral horse 
herd on the Colville Indian Reservation. The Tribal Code requires that the herd be 
maintained in numbers that will insure the perpetuation of the herd, but at the same 
time will not unduly interfere with the use of rangelands for other purposes. 
 
The IRMP and the Feral Horse Management Plan provide management direction for 
wild, feral, and abandoned horses on the Colville Indian Reservation. As the horse 
population increases, they cause significant damage to the areas they inhabit. These 
areas are overgrazed, which contributes to the spread of invasive species, compaction, 
and erosion. Horses also compete with local big game animals and permitted range 
animals for forage. Horse populations can quickly exceed the carrying capacity of the 
areas they inhabit, which in turn, impacts the health of the feral horse herds themselves. 
 
In 2014, the Range Program along with the Fish & Wildlife Department, conducted a 
helicopter capture. This effort was successful in removing approximately 400 horses 
from the Reservation. However, objections from tribal members have prevented 
subsequent captures. Tribal members are allowed to apply for chase and capture 
permits for feral horses, however, this has not proven successful in controlling the 
number of feral horses. 
 
 
Noxious Weeds 
Comments: 
Weeds are a concern everywhere. Is it important for people working in their yards to eliminate 
these noxious weeds? Because almost all our yards are nothing but weeds. I mean, we wouldn't 
have yards, you know, there wouldn’t be anything green out there if it wasn't for weeds. Lately 
there's one that really seems to be prolific and is taking over the yard. I'm just wondering if 
there's any importance in what we're doing with our yards or are you just concerned with noxious 
weeds in the forest and stream areas?  
 
When my uncle was still alive he began learning what the cattle digestive system was doing to 
the water, lowering the quality, but also the infestation of weeds. You look clear across the 
reservation and we have a lot of weeds that they've helped contribute to out there, the bull thistle 
and all the trefoil and cockle burrs.  I'm leaving my neighbors to deal with that down here and 
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have been hinting to them that it's coming. My mom noticed that it was coming her way and I've 
been trying to keep it out of my area, but its surrounding me. 
 
Response: 
Weed control at home-sites and high use areas is an important part of weed control on 
the Reservation, because weeds can easily spread from these areas into natural areas. 
Weeds spread by attaching to vehicles, animals, livestock and people. If you have any 
questions on weed identification and control methods, please contact the Land 
Operations office. The program focuses treatments on “new invader” species, to help 
prevent these from spreading further. Biological controls are used when available on 
large infestations of weeds. The Land Operations weed program is also available for 
onsite consultations for weed identification and to determine appropriate weed control 
methods specific to the site. 
 
Comment: 
Do we know what the invasive weed impact is to our woods and our water and the regrowth? 
If you go out now, not just out in the timber regions, but even the lowlands where there's been 
barely any timber, the invasive weeds must be affecting our water and the survival of the trees 
because they're vying for the same water sources and invasive weeds are everywhere. It looks 
really beautiful when they're all in bloom, but they are weeds, and I don't know where they came 
from. I've seen fields and fields of weeds that are now cheat grass that were just grass before, but 
now there are just colorful weeds everywhere. 
 
Response: 
There are a variety of factors that affect the survivability of timber seedlings and one of 
those factors is invasive species. Cheat grass for example, can move into an area that has 
had heavy disturbance (fire, vehicles and overgrazing). If you have questions on specific 
areas with invasive species problems please contact the Land Operations Office. 
 
Comments: 
Back in 79 or 80, there was a big decision made by our Tribes to use chemicals to treat 
invasive weeds. But it was a chemical that stays in the ground.  So, it was decided not to use that 
to treat our weeds anymore, but we're constantly trying to do catch up and it's something we've 
have to do, but there again, it's all about funding. 
 
I asked whether they still use herbicides, but I never got a comment from our Tribal Council. 
They just evaded the issue. 
 
Response: 
Herbicides are used as a component of weed control. Other methods are also used such 
as biological controls, re-seeding and mechanical means. Under the IRMP, Land 
Operations are to use best management practices to avoid damage to desirable plant 
species when using herbicides to control noxious weeds. If you have any specific 
questions on the weed control program, contact the Land Operations office. 
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Comment: 
Huckleberry pickers have words to share that they had gone to the old sites that were burnt 
two years ago, and they saw nothing. The berries and the Indian foods were gone and the Indian 
medicines were gone They said that the wild weeds had taken over their old gathering sites and 
they are really frustrated. They found berries at other sites, but not like they did in those old 
areas.  They really counted on those old areas on this side of the Reservation. 
 
Response: 
It is very difficult to determine when and where berries will re-establish after large scale 
fires. The IRMP includes objectives for native plant management and the Natural 
Resource departments coordinate to plant native species in areas that are devastated by 
fires. The ability to implement these projects is dependent upon available funding. 
 
Comments: 
I was on a field trip up in Friedlander Meadows and learned they were going to spray the area 
for knapweed, but there's Indian carrots there. Herbicides go into the ground and stay there for 3 
years.  But that's where our Indian carrots are, they are in the ground. We have other medicines 
that come from roots, so whenever they use herbicides, it's going down to those roots. On Keller 
Butte they put a sign up that says not to pick any of these huckleberries because they've been 
sprayed with herbicide. They have probably done that in other places and people think that 
they're getting healthy ones and they’re not. 
 
The weeds are way out of control out there. I can remember the year that our tribe passed the 
resolution to stop using that very poisonous herbicide that stays as a poison in the ground. So 
now what do we do? What do we do to remedy the weeds on our reservation? We don't have an 
army, it's 1.4 million acres. The new little crew that they have there is working very hard. They 
try the best they can to get the outside resources to come in here, but there again we are not 
funded, it's an unfunded agenda. 
 
Why are our range lands so full of cheat grass and noxious weeds? 
 
Response: 
Invasive species generally invade an area that has had past disturbance, but they can 
also invade “natural” areas. Cheat grass and other noxious weeds are readily spread by 
many means, including wind, water, animals, vehicles, and contaminated seed. Invasive 
species have a huge advantage over native plants because the diseases and insects that 
suppress them in their native locations, generally do not come with the plant when it is 
moved to another area of the world. Consequently, controlling the spread of noxious 
weeds requires the use of alternative methods. 
 
The Tribes have no plans to spray knapweed at Friedlander meadows and herbicides are 
not used to treat weeds in huckleberry patches by the Land Operations Program. 
Herbicides may be used along roadways in these areas to help prevent invasive species 
from spreading into natural areas. Biological controls (insects targeted for specific weed 
control) are used heavily across the Reservation to help control numerous weed species 
including knapweed. 
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There is a significant amount of private timber land on the Reservation that is owned by 
the Hancock Timber Resource Group. The company is known to use herbicides in the 
management of their land to control weeds, and it is likely that the comment refers to 
this activity on those private fee lands. 
 
Comment: 
The application of chemicals (pesticides, herbicides, insecticides, fertilizers, etc.) into the 
natural environment cumulatively adversely impacts human rights by degrading human health 
(particularly farmers and agricultural workers, communities living near agricultural lands, Native 
communities, pregnant women and children, and consumers) and fostering negative 
environmental impacts.  I recommend banning all aerial chemical applications on the 
Reservation, and the use of atrazine, neonicotinoids, and glyphosate; and instead encourage the 
CCT and the Colville Agency to adopt environmental policies exemplifying the precautionary 
principle (if an action or policy has a suspected risk of causing harm to the public or the 
environment, in the absence of scientific consensus, the burden of proof falls on those taking the 
action or policy to demonstrate that it is not harmful). 
 
Response: 
Under the IRMP and the Integrated Weed Management Plan, both prevention and 
treatment are used to control invasive weeds. The first principle of both prevention and 
treatment is not applying herbicides or even biological control, but establishing and 
maintaining a healthy native plant community. Under integrated weed management, all 
treatment methods or combinations are considered. Based on specific site conditions 
and socio-economic constraints, various treatment techniques are integrated to promote 
weed control and enhance desirable species simultaneously.  
 
Integrated management maximizes the use of natural control factors, including 
ecological diversity, competition and succession. In addition, integrated weed 
management utilizes manual, mechanical, biological, cultural, chemical, and habitat 
modification techniques in combination, as appropriate. Herbicides used by the Land 
Operations Program are considered safe when used in compliance with federal 
requirements. The EPA has a Tribal Circuit rider who covers the Colville Reservation to 
ensure that pesticides are used safely in compliance with federal laws and regulations. 
Aerial applications are currently not used by the Land Operations Program. 
 
 
Best Management Practices (BMPs) 
Comments: 
What makes a Best Management Practice? I come from the field of Education, and there are 
best practices and they go through a series of criteria before they can become a best practice. So, 
what is that in natural resources or what's that process? Who determines the criteria? Can you 
define it? If you look to the federal administration, there's no such thing as climate change. If 
they are the people who determine what are the best practices, it would be very different 
from what my mom would determine are the best practices. 
 
How have Best Management Practices mitigated for the environmental impacts of grazing and 
agriculture? I have seen none of this.  
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How have Best Management Practices mitigated for the environmental impacts of timber 
harvesting? I have seen none of this. Timber harvest practices have not changed. 
 
Response: 
Best Management Practice is a term used to describe industry best practices for 
controlling pollution. The term is used in the U.S. Clean Water Act. Effectiveness of 
BMPs have often been tested by university or agency research or trials. A number of the 
Tribe’s codes require BMPs during resource management operations, including the 
Forest Practices and Hydraulic Projects codes. 
 
Best Management Practices in the Forest Management Plan and the Range Management 
Plan provide guidance on forest and range management activities, including harvest 
operations and grazing practices. The BMPs were reviewed and updated during the 
IRMP process, using current scientific knowledge and are referred to and utilized in 
resource management and during project development.  Site-specific harvest plans are 
developed for each timber sale using this guidance, as are range unit conservation plans.  
 
 
Open Ground Equivalency (OGE) Thresholds 
Comment: 
Does this analysis take into account the non-tribal logging? 
 
Response:  
Yes, the permitted treatment areas on fee lands within the Reservation boundaries were 
included in the OGE threshold analysis. Geocoded harvest data by treatment type, sale 
area, and year was provided for use in the analysis. This data was aggregated with tribal 
harvest data and evaluated at the watershed management unit level. 
 
Comments: 
The only problem with the open ground equivalency analysis is that you have to include all 
harvests, not just the harvests that just recently took place, but the harvest that took place within 
the 30-year prior because it takes time for forest coverage to recover. So that if you don't do the 
previous timber harvest, you don't have an accurate number and it really shouldn't be used for 
any analysis whatsoever. 
 
There's not enough change over the 15 years to make an adequate accommodation. 
Particularly because the timber harvest activity changed substantially between prior to the IRMP, 
and after the first IRMP.  Prior to the IRMP, clear-cuts were allowed and they happened en 
masse and the 1980s had tremendous clear cuts and so there are a substantial number of WMU's 
that exceeded their OGE in the 1980s that haven't had time to recover. So, when you go into the 
next entry, during this IRMP, they still haven't recovered from the first time. So, of course 
they're going to exceed the OGE now. Without including the 1980s clear-cuts we're not 
accurately assessing the OGE. 
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Response: 
Hydrologic recovery rates within individual watershed management units can differ 
considerably depending on the type and extent of disruptive activity. Clearcut and 
regeneration harvesting methods have a recovery period of about 80 to 90 years, and 
overstory removal and uneven age management techniques have a recovery period of 20 
years, and finally, invasive commercial thinning harvesting methods have a recovery 
period of about 10 years. In general — as stated in the 2014 Hydrology Report — it is 
assumed that the average recovery rate for mixed treatments is about 70%. Based on 
this assumption it isn’t absolutely necessary to account for harvest activities that 
occurred more than 30 years ago when calculating the present Open Ground 
Equivalency (OGE) conditions in any given watershed management unit. 
 
The most conservative approach to estimating the legacy effect of forest treatments that 
occurred between 1990 and 2000 on OGE conditions at the end of 2015, is to assume 
that WMUs do not recover over time in terms of hydrologic function. Imposing this 
assumption means that any OGE acre created at any point between 1990 and 2015 
cannot be retreated multiple times during the 25-year period. Under this assumption, 
the total number of OGE-adjusted productive forest acres treated between 1990 and 
2015 must not exceed the total number of allowable OGE-adjusted productive forest 
acres as indicated by the aggregation of the Low End OGE Thresholds for all WMUs. 
Even assuming zero-hydrologic recovery, this means the total number of OGE acres 
created by harvest activities between 1990 and 2015 was 17,332 OGE acres under the 
aggregate Low End Threshold and 54,672 OGE acres under the High End OGE 
Threshold. These figures indicate it is plausible that the harvest activities that occurred 
between 1990 and 2015 could have been achieved without causing any individual WMU 
to exceed its OGE Threshold. 
 
Further WMU-specific analysis has also been undertaken and is included in the Final 
EIS. This additional analysis looks at harvest activities by treatment type, between 1990 
and 2015. It concludes that the net effect on OGE thresholds from harvest activities 
occurring between 1990 and 1999 (as compared to 2000 to 2015) was to push one 
additional WMU (i.e., Swimptkin Creek) over the high end OGE threshold. In total, 12 
WMUs had harvest levels resulting in ground disturbances exceeding the high end OGE 
threshold. Of those, 11 were less than 25 percent over the high end threshold. 
 
Comment: 
Serious areas have been brought up by staff regarding the open ground equivalency 
methodology. OGE must be done to determine compliance with the Tribes' standards. The 
problems were not addressed and in fact, have been further distorted to gloss over impacts to the 
hydrology of the reservation. This is not compliant with NEPA requirements and could leave the 
Tribes open to litigation. We cannot say that 95 of the watersheds are in compliance with OGE 
when the analysis was never done. 
 
Response: 
The analysis is not designed to definitively determine which WMUs are currently under 
or over the OGE thresholds. Rather, the analysis is used to estimate the OGE impacts of 
the preferred alternative by comparing it to the OGE impacts that actually occurred over 
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the previous 15-year planning period since the preferred alternative is, in essence, a 
continuation of the previous planning period’s management. This analysis in no way 
precludes the need for contemporary WMU-specific OGE threshold analyses for future 
harvest activities. 
 
 
Land Use 
Comment: 
How much of the reservation do we own today? 
 
Response: 
The Reservation consists of 1,449,268 acres. The Tribes' trust lands amount to 
approximately 1,063,200 acres, of which 1,023,700 acres are tribal lands and 39,500 
acres are allotted lands. The EIS has further information in the Land Use Plans section. 
 
Comment: 
Our past tribal government, our past tribal programs contributed to the tune of ninety million 
dollars that has been spent acquiring land back on our reservation. So that is a tangible asset that 
has come from our stumpage. 
 
Response: 
The Tribes dedicate $10 per thousand board feet of stumpage revenue for land 
acquisition. 
 
Comment: 
I wish you to consider designating the Omak Lake area as an International Dark Sky Reserve 
to preserve the unique cultural heritage of the landscape, see 
http://www.darksky.org/idsp/reserves/. 
 
Response: 
This is beyond the scope of the EIS. Designating dark sky reserves is a land use decision 
that should be presented to the Tribes' Planning Department and the Tribal Council. 
 
 
Carbon Sequestration 
Comment: 
Have the Tribes considered carbon sequestration instead of timber harvesting? 
 
Response: 
The Tribes have considered carbon sequestration. The forest resource revenue that 
would be derived from carbon sequestration would be far less than the Tribes receive 
from timber harvesting. In addition, the Tribes would still have significant expenditures 
for forest health treatments. 
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Climate Change 
Comments: 
I wish that climate change considerations were kicked in a little bit further. 
 
This past winter we finally had a winter that I was accustomed to growing up. We had much 
more moisture. Our roots, our berries, all of our Indian medicines out there, all the timber, all 
flourished.  Then that made these brothers and sisters flourish. Again, we can't predict what 
mother nature will do. Instead of having moisture we can rely on, the type of moisture that we 
were accustomed to in our region, we're going to a more arid condition. We won't get as much 
water and that's something we have no control of. Do we have the means to put the money in so 
we can replenish ourselves?  I know we can't predict it. We don't know if we're going to have 
that type of a climate or have another winter that will provide the water that our plants, our 
animals and our fish need. 
 
Our Reservation, since I was young, has turned a corner and it's more arid now. So, our forest 
naturally will not grow the way they did before. Our roots and berries don't thrive like they used 
to because of Mother Nature. 
 
Climate change will lead to increases in insects and disease problems in our forests. Some 
areas may no longer support certain species that are now present, this will impact the ability of 
the forest to support the level of harvest under alternative one and two. 
 
I believe that climate change is, and will have, the greatest impact on our civilization.  Please 
do not approve alternatives which have no climate change projection into them.  Changes in the 
water cycle and temperatures will not be the same in the next 50 years, much to our detriment.  I 
recommend that the IRMP be an adaptive management plan that will integrate the future climate 
scenario data as a part of 100-200 year timescale landscape management.   
 
Response: 
The Colville Tribes are already experiencing the effects of climate change on the 
Reservation and the region. Drought conditions and severe wildfires are already 
impacting the natural and economic resources of the Reservation and the Tribes’ ability 
to respond. 
 
As increases in temperature reduce the growth of some species in dry forests and 
perhaps increase the growth of others in high-elevation forests, the Forestry Program is 
already adapting reforestation strategies to anticipate changing environments. Ground 
disturbance impacts to the hydrologic functions of the Reservation watersheds will likely 
be exacerbated by drought and storm conditions associated with climate change under 
four alternatives, especially Alternative 4. Adaptive management of harvest schedules, 
mitigating ground disturbance and road densities will all be increasingly important in 
the future. 
 
The Tribes are currently developing a Climate Change Vulnerability Assessment that 
will provide a basis for a subsequent Climate Change Adaptation Plan. The Climate 
Change Adaptation Plan will provide up-to-date management guidance and policies for 
appropriate response to climate change and to ensure the protection of human health 
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and safety. The plan will be consistent with the Department of Interior’s Climate Change 
Adaptation Plan, the President’s Climate Action Plan and this Integrated Resource 
Management Plan. 
 
The Tribes’ departments and programs are addressing climate change issues under the 
IRMP. Climate change priorities include: 
 

• Developing and maintaining a Climate Change Adaptation Plan. 
• Accessing best available science regarding climate change and regional forecasts. 
• Managing natural resources utilizing state-of-the-art best management practices. 
• Maintaining and enhancing wildfire prevention and response capabilities. 
• Coordinating with the Department of Interior and Bureau of Indian Affairs on 

initiatives addressing climate change impacts affecting the Colville Tribes and the 
Reservation’s natural and cultural resources. 

 
Comment: 
This document has chosen to accept the Tribes' climate change steering committee's adaptive 
management plan for climate change assessments. The problem with this is that forestry and 
range have chosen not to participate in the committee. 
 
Response: 
The Land Operations/Range Program has a representative who attends the Climate 
Change Steering Committee meetings. The Forestry Program is compiling a large 
amount of data for use in climate change analysis. The program works closely with the 
Climate Change team to review documents, provide data and input as needed. Forestry 
has also contracted an analysis of the Tribes' LIDAR data, maintains continuous forest 
inventory data and has developed a forest wide stand-based inventory that can be used 
to analyze the impacts of climate change and detect forest change over time. These 
projects are ongoing and are available to other resource programs for research and 
analysis. 
 
 
Poaching and Illegal Dumping 
Comments: 
We don't regulate our woods enough for people leaving the San Poil. They can jump right on 
the ferry and nobody would even know they were in the woods. I've taken photographs one after 
another of different trucks leaving the reservation with horse trailers. They go into the woods and 
they fill their horse trailers up to top level and they're taking it right off. There's no regulation. 
We need to protect our reservation a little bit more. 
 
We don't have enough people to keep people that shouldn't be out there from utilizing our 
resources. We just don't. Our enforcement people, who are supposed to know who goes up there 
and what they are doing, have the same challenge as the Range Program. How can they do that 
when they are only a handful of people managing 1.4 million acres? 
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The ferry boat workers say they see non-members come in with loads of garbage and go back 
with loads of wood. They wonder what they should do. Maybe they could have some instructions 
to follow on how to report that and what to do, because they are seeing it constantly. 
 
We'd go out in the summertime and get maybe a cord or two of firewood, and we'd see 
truckloads of Mexicans out there taking firewood like crazy. It belongs to us, not anyone else.  I 
know we have a few members that are married to Mexicans, but there's no one checking on these 
guys stealing wood. That's really wrong. They're probably selling it. 
 
Response: 
The Forest Protection chapter of the Tribal Code provides for the enforcement of forest 
related offenses such as unlawful timber harvesting, woodcutting, and arson. The code 
requires permits for forestry activities on trust lands and for timber salvage. 
Enforcement is the responsibility of all police officers, law enforcement officers, and all 
law enforcement agencies of the Tribes and BIA. 
 
All peace officers, law enforcement officers, and law enforcement agencies of the Tribes 
and the BIA Special Agents, are empowered to require the driver of any motor vehicle 
being operated for the purpose of conducting forestry activity on any tribal land, tribal 
road, BIA road and any other land or highway within the Reservation, to stop and 
display his or her license or permit to conduct forestry activity, for which a license or 
permit is required by the Business Council, and/or to submit the motor vehicle being 
used to conduct forestry activity to an inspection for possible violations of the Tribes' 
forest protection codes. Violations of the Forest Protection codes are subject to civil 
penalties. Federal prosecution for trespass, theft of tribal assets, and unlawful cutting 
may also be initiated. 
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Response to Comments from Colville Tribal Forest Products 
 
 
Background 
 
Colville Tribal Forest Products (CTFP) submitted a review of the IRMP/DEIS prepared by 
Delphi Advisors entitled "Review of the Confederated Tribes of the Colville Reservation 2015 
Draft Integrated Resource Management Plan" dated September 6, 2017.  
 
Based on a review of the forest management portion of the IRMP and the Forest Management 
Plan, the CTFP asserts that none of the alternatives considered, including the preferred 
alternative, will achieve the desired results of addressing forest health issues while maintaining 
an ecologically resilient forest and providing economic benefits to the Colville Reservation. In 
their review, the company claims there is a variety of deficiencies in the IRMP and DEIS that 
need to be rectified before starting the process of developing a plan that addresses the legitimate 
concerns expressed to date through community input. 
 
CTFP is a tribally owned business that works closely with the Tribal Council, the Tribes' Land 
and Property Management and the Forestry Program. As such, the company has been aware of 
the Tribes' efforts to prepare an Integrated Resource Management Plan (IRMP) and 
Programmatic EIS (DEIS) since at least 2013, when the planning process was formally begun. 
 
The alternative management strategies were developed in 2014 by the IRMP Core Team with 
input from the natural resource programs, the Tribal Council, and the Reservation community. 
The preferred alternative that became the IRMP with Tribal Council endorsement, was prepared 
in 2015, and underwent numerous reviews. In 2016, the DEIS was prepared, incorporating 
information provided by all the natural resource departments. During this time, the CTFP had 
access to information and documentation prepared by the IRMP Core Team. 
 
Throughout this multi-year planning process, the CTFP did not express any of the concerns 
outlined in their recent review to the IRMP Core Team. The development of the IRMP and the 
DEIS were a lengthy and expensive process. The CTFP suggests that both the IRMP and the 
DEIS should be revised with a new set of alternatives. Although the planning process could have 
been conducted with the company's input throughout the stages of development within the 
timeline and budget, the company is now suggesting the process be largely repeated at 
considerable cost and delay. 
 
The CTFP review is focused on forest management and economic benefits. Except for a concern 
for forest health, the review does not address the habitat benefits that the forest provides to fish, 
wildlife, and human cultural activities. These are all affected by timber harvest operations. 
Habitat fragmentation and loss, soil erosion from harvest and road construction resulting in 
sediment transport to surface waters, and the loss of cultural plants, are all very important 
environmental and cultural concerns of the Reservation community. The IRMP must consider 
and balance multiple uses of forest and range resources and the EIS must consider these as well. 
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Comments and Responses 
 
Annual Allowable Cut and Sustained Yield 
Comment: Applying non-declining even-flow methodology as the standard of sustained yield 
management is inappropriate for a forest that has one-third of its acres beyond rotation age, 
overstocked, beset by significant forest health issues, and faced with an increasing catastrophic 
wildfire threat. Consequently, none of the alternatives considered adequately address the 
community issue of improving forest health. We suspect, because of the inappropriate 
application of the non-declining even-flow methodology, the significant forest age class gap in 
the current 20- to 60-year-old age class is impeding the treatment of currently aging, 
overstocked, insect- and disease- afflicted forest stands. New, more flexible alternatives need to 
be developed, in concert with community education regarding sustained yield management 
concepts applicable to the forest’s present condition; this needs to occur to provide a suitable 
forest management plan. If not, selective cutting decisions made 20 to 60 years ago that failed to 
regenerate stands – and that are recognized as representing a significant contribution to the 
current forest health crisis – will continue to plague the forest for decades to come. 
 
Response: The proposed alternatives were not developed to consider only forest health.  
The IRMP strives to provide a variety of stand structures, age classes, species 
composition, and diversity across the landscape to provide benefits for all resources.  
While the Tribes recognize there is a risk of loss associated with wildfire, insects, and 
disease, those risks were considered and acknowledged.  Treatments of some diseased, 
high-risk stands may be delayed compared to a purely forest health-driven alternative.  
However, the risk of loss was considered acceptable in light of the other resource and 
ecologic benefits derived from a diverse forest.  In addition, it should be noted that 
Alternative 4 allows for an annual harvest of up to 100 MMBF which would be very 
similar to the CTFP's proposed alternative. 
 
 
Desired Future Conditions 
Comment: While the plan refers to managing the forest toward a set of Desired Future 
Conditions (DFCs), there is no portrayal of how current conditions relate to those DFCs. The 
most frequent appeal to any gap is an allusion to today’s overstocked forest compared to an 
open, park-like forest of large ponderosa pine and western larch. Both plant association group 
classifications (which are largely independent of species stocking) and recorded historical 
documentation suggest there are other relevant features on the forest landscape beyond the 
frequently cited open, park-like forest condition; rather, it seems appropriate that one-third of the 
forest would be managed toward such a self-perpetuating condition while the remaining two-
thirds are managed toward a Douglas-fir/grand fir complex. Further, there is no description of 
forecasted forest conditions compared to DFCs for any of the alternatives. At a minimum 
projected age classes, projected inventories, and projected species mix should be provided, 
compared against DFCs, and used as a decision-making metric in the new alternatives plus any 
of the existing alternatives. 
 
Response: The Tribes' Forestry Program is moving toward a stand based inventory that 
will identify specific stand structure characteristics on each acre.  Those targets aren’t 
intended to be an endpoint, but a management objective to continually manage towards 
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in a non-static forest.  Open park like conditions are identified by the membership as a 
desired future condition, but they are a component of the total forest and will not exist 
on the same acres all the time.  The Forest Management Plan identifies objectives for 
acres in each structure class and structure stage. 
 
 
Timber Inventory Estimates 
Comment: The current IRMP forest management plan is based on measurements of only one-half 
of the Continuous Forest Inventory (CFI) plots on the forest. Analysis of those results identified 
anomalies suggesting the per-acre forest inventory may be substantially higher than currently 
reported, with a total inventory of 6.3 billion board feet compared to the reported 5.8 billion. 
Forest inventory is the foundation of good forest management plans; thus, we urge the rest of the 
CFI plots be re-measured, and the inventory re-analyzed to either confirm the currently reported 
inventory or provide a more precise revised estimate. The new alternatives should then be 
analyzed with the revised inventory, along with reexamination of any current alternatives the 
community desires to continue considering. 
 
Response: The Continuous Forest Inventory has been the standard used by the BIA to 
determine forest inventory and trends.  The Tribes are currently working toward a stand 
based inventory that will allow for more detailed planning and inventory over time.  
Additionally, the 2015 fire season burned approximately 164,000 acres of commercial 
forest.  The re-measurement has been done, and the analysis is under way. 
 
 
Wildfire Threat 
Comment: Both acres burned and burn severity have been increasing on the Reservation. The 
upward trend is indicative of the accelerating forest health issues. Overstocked stands lead to 
increased mortality, providing an abundance of dry fuels that pose heightened risk to live trees, 
infrastructure, wildlife and domestic animals, and human life. Deteriorating forest health 
conditions, coupled with the increasing risk of catastrophic fire, underscore the need for 
significant changes in forest management. Hence the need to develop new alternatives to the five 
presently considered in the IRMP. 
 
Response: The Tribes certainly recognize the risk associated with wildfire and 
management activities across the landscape, and have been successful in mitigating 
some of that risk.  Risk can’t be eliminated entirely, but the forestry goals and objectives 
are aimed at lowering that risk over time.  This is being accomplished through a 
combination of forest health and fuels reduction treatments. 
 
 
DEIS Economic Impact 
Comment: The baseline conditions defined for the analysis are flawed, hampering clear 
communication and apprehension of the implications of the economic impacts analyzed. 
Alternative 1, the status quo alternative, should represent the baseline. 
 
Response: The status quo was not utilized as the baseline because of complications 
associated with modeling the indirect and induced effect of negative employment (i.e., 
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any alternative that reduces employment from the status quo alternative) and the 
difficulty in understanding that concept. There are several model-related factors that 
support defining the baseline scenario as “no alternative.” Further, the baseline is 
clearly described in the Baseline Conditions section of the DEIS and therefore should 
not pose a serious source of confusion. 
 
The DEIS states that “the values reported here reflect the entirety of the regional output, 
employment, and labor income that can be traced back to the adoption of each specific 
resource management alternative. These figures should not be construed to represent a 
change from 2014 or 2015 regional output, employment, and labor income.” 
 
Comment: The Omak mill’s value-added contribution is included in the analysis even though it is 
no longer operating. Even if it were operating, the calculated impact, which apparently is tied 
only to the 40 MMBF log supply agreement to the mill, is the same for Alternatives 1 through 4. 
Yet, Alternative 3’s harvest plan is acknowledged to risk defaulting on the log supply agreement 
to the Omak mill, and so should have included a lower value attributable to the Omak mill than 
Alternatives 1 and 2. Conversely, Alternative 4’s elevated harvest plan is not accorded additional 
value-added sales to the Omak mill despite the facility converting more than the 40 MMBF log 
supply agreement; thus, it should be reasonable to expect a higher value attributable to the Omak 
mill than in Alternatives 1 and 2. Regardless, the Omak mill should be dropped from the 
analysis. 
 
Response: When the analysis began, the Omak Mill was in operation and even though it 
was closed prior to the completion of the DEIS (thereby relieving the Tribes of their 
resource delivery obligations) there was (and still is) reason to believe that a similar 
arrangement will be made with a future operator of the Omak Mill during the planning 
period. At the time of drafting the DEIS, it was the working assumption that mill closure 
was a short-term event and therefore did not warrant the complete redesign of the 
socioeconomic impact assessment study region and input values. 
 
Based on information from the Tribes' resource managers, there was no definitive 
reason to believe the Omak Mill’s 40 MMBF supply agreement could not be achieved 
under Alternative 3. For this reason, defaulting on the agreement was presented in the 
DEIS as a risk, not a certainty. It was also assumed that the unique attributes of the 
forest product sought by the Omak Mill (which was outfitted as a plywood and veneer 
mill) would preclude the Omak Mill from accepting and processing Colville Reservation 
timber beyond the 40 MMBF supply agreement. Additional harvest volumes therefore 
would be sold to mills outside of the study region and the associated impact of those 
mill-related expenditures also would be realized outside of the study region. 
 
Comment: The Study Region, defined as Okanogan and Ferry Counties, excludes economic 
geographies that are relevant to the alternatives examined. This oversight contributes to an 
inherent bias against commercial timber production in the analysis. By excluding from the 
analysis mills that logically could (and do presently) receive harvested timber from the 
Reservation, but are located just outside the two-county Study Region, there is no value-added 
component included in the analysis for alternatives that generate harvest levels in excess of in-
Study Region mill capacity. 
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Response: The study region was selected based on the logic that the Colville Indian 
Reservation is fully encompassed by and primarily composes Ferry and Okanogan 
counties in the state of Washington. There are undoubtedly linkages between the study 
region and other counties throughout the state of Washington and beyond, but 
inevitably a line must be drawn at some geography and therefore the geography that 
most concisely reflects the Colville Indian Reservation was selected. Assuming the mill 
is in operation (which was a warranted assumption at the time the analysis began), mill 
activity in Stevens County that could be directly tied to any of the management 
alternatives was of much less importance. Further, at the time of analysis, it was 
projected that a second mill (i.e., the Colville Indian Precision Pine mill, which was 
ultimately approved for reactivation by the Colville Business Council in 2016) could 
come into operation within the study region during the planning period and as a result, 
economic activity related to the processing of the Tribes' timber outside of the two-
county region was expected to be minimal. If the Omak Mill closure was expected to be 
permanent and had it occurred prior to the completion of the Draft EIS, then yes, 
expanding the Study Region to include Stevens County may have been appropriate. 
 
 
Timber-based Revenue 
Comment: It is unclear from the descriptions in the DEIS whether the timber revenue utilized in 
the analysis includes all expenditures related to forest management; if not, then that is a 
deficiency in the analysis. In addition, the calculation methodology used to derive the real 
escalation rate used in the analysis is incorrect on several counts. Finally, using a single index as 
a real escalator for the variety of different types of revenue included in the calculation is 
inappropriate. 
 
Response: The revenue analysis includes all expenditures related to logging operations, 
trucking, sort yard activities, milling facilities, tribal and BIA forestry departments, 
forest development and mechanical site preparation, and forest road management. 
These activities are assumed to comprise the primary modellable expenditures 
associated with forest management. 
 
The Producer Price Index for lumber products (WPU08) as published by the Bureau of 
Labor Statistics was used to estimate an appropriate annual escalation factor for timber-
related revenue. The average annual inflation rate for lumber products was in fact, 
measured to be 1.3% between 1996 and 2015 (2016 inflation data was not yet available 
since the analysis was undertaken in 2015). 
 
The socioeconomics analysis only models revenue derived from two separate sources 
(not a variety): a) timber harvesting and processing activities; and b) range management 
activities. The average escalation rate for lumber products is only applied to the former 
revenue source. No escalation rate was applied to annual revenues generated through 
range management activities. The observation that a single index is inappropriate for 
use “as a real escalator for a variety of different types of revenue” is valid, but does not 
apply in this analysis. However, this observation does bring to light the fact that an 
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appropriate real escalator could justifiably be applied to range management revenues 
and the Final EIS reflects this. 
 
Comment: The Overview of Economic Impacts table (DEIS Table 39) does not correspond to the 
reported analysis. In addition, the net present value (NPV) calculations reported in the 
Output/Production Table (DEIS Table 38) are unconventional and may be incorrect; if incorrect, 
they understate the outputs attributable to each alternative. 
 
Response: Table 39 does have some inconsistencies. These have been corrected for the 
Final EIS as follows: 
 
 

Table 39 
Overview of Economic Impacts 

Alternative 
1 

Alternative 
2 

Alternative 
3 

Alternative 
4 

Alternative 
5 

Annual allowable cut 77.1 MMBF 77.1 MMBF 58 MMBF 100 MMBF 0 MMBF 
Livestock levels 79,594 AUMs 79,594 AUMs 79,594 AUMs 119,391 AUMs 0 AUMs 
Average Annual Employment 803 jobs 803 jobs 737 jobs 937 jobs 6 jobs 
Full-Time* 690 jobs 690 jobs 634 jobs 806 jobs 5 jobs 
Part-Time* 113 jobs 113 jobs 103 jobs 131 jobs 1 jobs 
Change in Labor Earnings (gross) $399 million $399 million $342 million $473 million $43 million 
Change in Regional Output (npv) $995 million $995 million $885 million $1,144 million $68 million 
          *Estimated based on 2014 ratio of full-time to part-time positions 

 
Comment: The DEIS projects timber harvest-related revenue of $439.3 million ($29.3 million 
per year) under the preferred alternative during the 2015-to-2029 planning period. Because 
delivered-log prices were incorrectly used instead of stumpage prices as the basis for this 
projection, these revenue estimates are roughly 2.4 times higher than is defensible. 
 
Response: Harvest-related revenue of $439.3 million is representative of the total 
revenue generated through the harvest of ~77.1 MMBF from the Colville Reservation 
annually and processing 40 MMBF of timber (within the study region). Of that, 
stumpage was calculated as $175.91 million (approximately 40% or $11.73 million 
annually). Delivered-log prices were used to determine the total possible revenue 
achievable from harvesting ~77.1 MMBF annually. A portion of that revenue was 
allocated to the Colville Tribal Sort Yard, logging and trucking activities, forest 
management, milling activities, and finally the Colville Tribes’ general fund. Mill-related 
revenues/expenditures (unrelated to logging and trucking) associated with 37.1 MMBF 
annually were assumed to occur outside of the study region and therefore were excluded 
from the analysis.  
 
The socioeconomics model utilized in the DEIS was designed to estimate the total 
economic impact of harvest activities within the study region that occur as a result of the 
selected management alternative. Portraying stumpage as the total harvest-related 
revenue only captures the economic impact that is directly attributable to the Tribes’ 
own expenditures. 
 
Comment: An independent analysis, which follows the IRMP harvest plan while also 
incorporating stumpage prices, provides a more realistic estimate of $162.3 million (or $10.8 
million/year on average) that could be available for distribution to the Tribe’s General Fund. 
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Response: The portion of harvest revenue estimated to be distributed to the Tribes’ 
general fund in the analysis conveyed in the DEIS was $158.32 million (or $10.55 
million annually). These results do not differ significantly from the analysis produced by 
Delphi Advisors for the CTFP. 
 
Comment: Inflexibly following the preferred-alternative’s harvest plan regardless of future log-
market conditions risks foregoing revenue that could accrue to the Tribe if, instead, harvest 
levels are allowed to increase when stumpage prices are expected to rise and reduced when log 
prices are expected to fall. 
 
Response: The preferred alternative’s harvest plan will certainly consider future log-
market conditions. Actual harvest volumes are likely to differ year-to-year, depending 
on market conditions, forest inventory, forest health, and planning constraints. The 
preferred alternative’s objective of harvesting 77.1 MMBF annually should be 
interpreted as an annual average, not a year-to-year quota or mandate. 
 
 
Open Ground Equivalency Threshold Analysis 
Comment: The Open Ground Equivalency metric is important but its application seems to trump 
almost all other considerations when applied to ground disturbance stemming from timber 
harvest. This is done without reference to any economic trade-offs while acknowledging that, in 
the case of catastrophic wildfire (which is more likely in scenarios with lower timber harvest), 
OGE exceedance is also virtually assured. 
 
Response:  The Open Ground Equivalency Threshold Analysis was designed to measure 
the amount of ground disturbance associated with timber harvesting during the last 
planning period on a watershed unit basis. The extent of ground disturbance resulting 
from wildfires over that period is also recorded. However, predicting the extent of 
ground disturbance from wildfires in the future, based on alternative harvest scenarios 
would be highly speculative.  
 
 
Salvage Harvest 
Comment: For any alternative in which timber harvest is included, harvest volumes in the annual 
allowable cut (AAC) should consist only of “green timber;” salvage volume should be counted 
as incidental to the AAC. 
 
Response: Salvage (or loss to disturbance) has impacts to standing inventory and should 
be counted as removal or reduction in standing inventory.  In addition, there are federal 
regulations requiring that salvage volume be counted toward the AAC. 
 
 
Alternatives 
Comment: Consideration of Alternative 3 seems curious since it represents in many ways a 
return to forest management that deemphasizes regeneration harvest. It is generally understood 
that such practices in the past contributed to the forest health issues seen today. Until the 
interpretation of sustained yield management is expanded beyond the current restrictions of non-
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declining even flow and restrictive minimum rotation ages, higher timber production alternatives 
such as Alternative 4 will be perfunctorily dismissed as unviable despite providing superior 
options to address forest health issues. While Alternative 5 is recognized as potentially 
contributing to heightened forest health problems and catastrophic wildfire risk, the inevitability 
of those outcomes is addressed in a rather cavalier manner. 
 
Response: The preferred management alternative and the four alternative management 
strategies were developed by the IRMP Core Team in compliance with the requirements 
of NEPA. The alternatives were developed to provide a range of management strategies, 
most significantly concerning harvest methods, annual allowable cut, and livestock 
grazing levels. These alternatives were informed by Tribal Council suggestions, resource 
manager expertise, a proposed strategic restoration plan, and community input, 
primarily from the Community Survey. 
 
 
New Alternatives 
Comment: To deal with the Colville Reservation's forest-health issues, an alternative definition 
of sustained yield management must be adopted. The management alternatives considered in the 
DEIS lack the flexibility, with respect to varying harvest and rotation length over time, that is 
necessary to successfully address the ongoing forest-health issues in the Reservation's forest. The 
situation of declining forest health that is unfolding at present will continue to spiral out of 
control until a more holistic perspective of sustained yield management replaces the notions of 
ever-increasing inventory, non-declining even-flow timber harvest, and net growth in excess of 
harvest. A fresh approach is required, in which new alternatives are developed that include the 
possibility of adjusting harvest levels up and down over time, coupled with forest-condition 
metrics that measure progress toward attaining a desired set of future conditions. We suggest a 
variety of characteristics that could be included as part of a collection of new alternatives. Also, 
we demonstrate how an example alternative begins moving the forest toward a healthier 
condition, without sacrificing its ability to be perpetuated for future generations, and while 
simultaneously providing additional revenue for the Tribe’s General Fund. 
 
Response: The alternatives considered in the DEIS provide differing approaches to 
forest health issues, as well as a range of harvest levels (0 MMBF to 100 MMBF) and 
management. Most of the alternatives include the flexibility to vary harvest and rotation 
length over time. Importantly, the alternatives were also assessed regarding their effects 
on watersheds, fish and wildlife, and cultural resources. They also include adaptive 
management flexibility to allow the Tribes to react to changing resource concerns. 
 
 
Fiduciary Responsibilities 
Comment: Although the Reservation forest is a valuable capital asset, worth nearly $1 billion, the 
DEIS provides no benchmark of asset performance. We present a preliminary range of estimates 
(from 0.44% to 1.07%) for the return on asset value (ROAV), with an average of 0.73% per year. 
That return is essentially equal to the current average earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation 
and amortization (EBITDA) among institutional timber assets in the Pacific Northwest. 
However, owing to differing management objectives the CRF EBITDA returns are not 
supplemented by appreciation returns as is the case with institutional investors. We propose for 
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consideration several methods by which financial performance can be improved. These 
suggestions are the starting point for elements that should be included in any plan aimed at 
maintaining and improving the CRF’s financial performance. Moreover, the ROAV should be 
estimated for each management alternative under consideration, and used as one of the key 
criteria when selecting from among alternatives. Finally, we recommend adopting metrics aimed 
at assessing “financial sustainability” as well as ecological sustainability. 
 
Response: The merit of this type of analysis is recognized. However, such an analysis 
was not undertaken for two basic reasons. First, the financial returns associated with the 
unharvested portion of the Colville Reservation forests will not be realized during the 
planning period and therefore should not be modeled as though they will be. Second, 
while the value of the timber resource itself is easily monetized, the value of other 
considerations such as forest health, wildlife habit destruction, loss of cultural 
resources, water quality impairments, and soils stability are not. The substantial degree 
of disagreement among tribal constituents and forest users about the appropriate 
method by which to value the Reservation forests as an asset inherently compromises 
the results of any such undertaking. Highlighting the financial value of the Reservation 
forests cannot be done in the context of the EIS without obscuring or downplaying the 
forests’ cultural and ecological value. 
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Response to Comments from Conservation Northwest 
 
 
Comments: I am writing to provide comments on the Confederated Tribes of the Colville 
Reservation (CCT) Integrated Resource Management Plan (IRMP) Draft Environmental Impact 
Statement (DEIS). Conservation Northwest’s mission is to protect and connect wildlife and their 
habitats from the Washington Coast to the British Columbia Rockies. Our programs involve 
restoring forest and watershed resilience, habitat preservation, highway crossing structures and 
other habitat connectivity, and transboundary wildlife recovery and monitoring. We’ve worked 
together with CCT Natural Resources and Wildlife staff in the Northeast Washington Forestry 
Coalition and the North Central Washington Collaborative, the Working for Wildlife Initiative, 
and other forums on topics ranging from habitat connectivity and climate change to Canada lynx, 
bighorn sheep, and sharp-tailed grouse conservation. 
 
We are encouraged to see many themes from regional efforts reflected in the IRMP. We 
appreciate and support the IRMP’s Desired Future Conditions for viable wildlife populations, 
resilient watersheds, and forests that more closely resemble those forests created historically by 
natural disturbances. The IRMP’s goal to consider and manage for long-term alterations in 
ecological processes due to climate change is also important. In addition to maintaining large old 
trees, the IRMP’s recognition of the need to reduce road effects on aquatic habitat, water quality 
and quantity is crucial, especially for maintaining ecologically resilient conditions in a changing 
climate. Equally important are objectives to restore or maintain habitat to support genetic 
interchange, emigration, and immigration within and between habitat blocks. The IRMP’s 
programs for watershed, rangeland, wildlife, cultural plant and forest restoration are worthy 
efforts that offer opportunities for additional partnership. 
 
Response: Thank you for your comments. 
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Response to Comments from the EPA 
 
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) comments were provided pursuant to the 
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), Council on Environmental Quality regulations and 
the Clean Air Act, which directs the EPA to review and comment in writing on the 
environmental impacts associated with all major federal actions. Their review of the IRMP and 
DEIS considers the adequacy of the EIS in meeting procedural and public disclosure 
requirements of NEPA. 
 
The EPA supports the preferred Alternative 2 because it "enhances the holistic approach of the 
previous IRMP toward sustainable timber harvest levels and forest health objectives." The EPA 
further noted that they "acknowledge and appreciate the high quality planning effort and 
coordination that is reflected in a clear and informative Draft IRMP." The EPA rated the DEIS as 
"Adequate" because it "adequately set forth the environmental impacts of the preferred 
alternative." The EPA expressed the following environmental concerns regarding surface water 
quality. 
 
Riparian Management Zones 
Comment: We are concerned about exceedances of Tribal water quality standards for 
temperature and dissolved oxygen. We agree with the DEIS that these exceedances can be 
exacerbated by reduced riparian vegetation (whether from streamside area logging or clearing for 
homes, stream-adjacent roads, or overgrazing in riparian areas). Reduced riparian vegetation can 
lead to warmer water by, for example: reducing shade, increasing sedimentation that disconnects 
surface waters from colder groundwater, reducing large woody debris to retain sediment, and 
increasing solar radiation of soils leading to warmer groundwater. 
 
Given ongoing temperature and temperature related water quality concerns, we recommend that 
the IRMP include an objective to review the adequacy of riparian area management on the 
Reservation. We specifically suggest a review of Riparian Management Zones within the Tribal 
Forest Practices Code. We are recommending a review of Riparian Management Zones because 
they may not provide adequate shade to achieve the IRMP's first Desired Condition, 
"Reservation and boundary waters meet Tribal Water Quality Standards." Our concern is based 
on EPA Region 10 analysis aimed at determining the maximum amount of shade loss associated 
with management that will not result in increases in stream temperature. Consider, for example, 
the 2013 EPA, U.S. Geological Survey, and Bureau of Land Management evaluation, "Effects of 
Riparian Management Strategies on Stream Temperature." (available online) 
 
Because stream temperature response to riparian management is highly variable and we 
appreciate that such a review would best be conducted as part of a dedicated process, we are 
extending an offer of technical coordination (such as assistance with shade modeling). 
 
Response: Riparian Management Zones are a cornerstone of water quality protection. In 
recognition of their importance and growing knowledge regarding the influence of 
riparian condition on water quality, the draft IRMP does include the following objective 
under Goal 3 Watersheds: “Assess riparian conditions at all stream water quality 
monitoring locations and assess riparian management zone effectiveness as well as 
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prioritize project planning and restoration efforts based on the results." Environmental 
Trust feels that EPA’s recommendation can be encompassed by this objective, and 
would like to accept the offer of technical input by EPA in such an assessment. 
 
An assessment of the overall effectiveness of riparian management zones relative to the 
current state of riparian science would be beneficial. The riparian zone requirements in 
the Forest Practices Code do not apply to other resource management activities such as 
grazing, or to non-forest lands. Riparian management zone effectiveness is often 
degraded by the existence of roads. Accordingly, the review will consider all riparian 
functions and existing conditions. 
 
 
Tribal Code Compliance 
Comment: We note that most of the 93 violations of natural resource codes between 2001 and 
2015 were related to water and watersheds (e.g., unauthorized harvest activity in riparian zones, 
road erosion problems, unauthorized machinery in streams and wetlands). Because most 
violations were related to water, we recommend the addition of an IRMP objective that is 
supportive of improving the effectiveness of the Environmental Trust Department's water related 
code compliance, assurance and/or enforcement efforts. Consider including such an objective 
under IRMP Soil, Water, Air Goal 3: Watersheds. 
 
Response: The first objective under Goal 3 for watersheds instructs the Environmental 
Trust Department to administer compliance with the Forest Practices and Hydraulic 
Project Permitting codes (among others) to help meet tribal water quality standards. In 
addition, Goal 4 of the Forestry Program includes an objective to ensure that harvest 
operations are compliant with tribal code requirements, including the protection of 
riparian zones. 
 
Identification and documentation of violations are conducted by the Environmental 
Trust Department's Nonpoint Source Coordinator, a position funded by EPA. In 
addition, the Forestry Program's Timber Sale Administrator is responsible for ensuring 
that timber sale activities are in compliance with contract provisions requiring 
compliance with tribal natural resource codes and best management practices 
protecting riparian zones and surface waters on the Reservation. 
 
As noted in the DEIS, 93 violations of tribal natural resource codes were documented 
during the 15-year planning period (averaging about 6 per year). Of these, 37 involved 
violations affecting either riparian and streamside zones or involved erosion problems 
from roads that could potentially affect surface waters (averaging less than 3 per year). 
During this time, there were over 70 timber harvest projects affecting 113 watershed 
management units for a total of 136,733 acres. Over 1,590 miles of roads were 
reconstructed and over 600 miles of new roads were constructed. This is a large 
workload but the Tribes' natural resource managers are committed to reducing or 
preferably eliminating the number of violations and will continue to consider and 
incorporate new strategies for achieving full code compliance. 
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Forest Road Management Plan 
Comment: We agree with the DEIS that forest roads are a major source of sediment and can 
adversely alter drainage patterns, water yield and streamflow regimes. We also note that the 
Tribes' recent forest road inventory indicates that road densities have increased in the last 15 to 
20 years and that, of the 3,377 stream crossings on the Reservation, almost 1,900 had one or 
more environmental issues, including fill erosion and culverts that are undersized or create fish 
blockage. 
 
Given our shared concern about adverse impacts to water quality and aquatic resources from 
forest roads, we are supportive of the Draft IRMP's target to reduce forest road density and the 
Tribes' intention to, "...develop a management plan for forest access roads that protects 
watersheds and improves access for resource management and tribal member use." 
 
To better leverage the IRMP's contribution toward the completion of a Forest Road Management 
Plan, we suggest including 'Develop a Forest Management Plan' as an explicit, stand-alone, 
objective in the IRMP. One of our aims for this recommendation is for the IRMP to address 
which Tribal Department would be primarily responsible, or what process will be used, to 
develop and complete this important and collaborative plan. 
 
Response: An objective to develop a forest management plan has been added to the 
Forest Roads goals and objectives in the IRMP. The Tribes intend to establish an 
independent Forest Roads Program within the Natural Resource Division under the 
direction of the Land & Property Management Director. Establishment of the Forest 
Roads Program will be coordinated with the Tribal Council's efforts to designate a 
portion of tax revenues received from a fuel compact with the state of Washington to 
provide long-term funding for the program. 
 
 
Range Management 
We are concerned about "severely high" fecal coliform and turbidity measurements and acute 
exceedances of fecal coliform water quality standards occurring every year and in all water 
classes. Given these grazing related water quality concerns, as well as potential grazing impacts 
on water temperature and dissolved oxygen, we are pleased to see that the IRMP includes 
objectives to provide off-site watering infrastructure and emphasize deferred-rotation grazing. 
We agree that off-site watering infrastructure can reduce impacts to streams, wetlands and lakes 
and that deferred-rotation grazing can increase soil moisture retention and improve stream flow. 
 
 To help ensure that these measures effectively reduce exceedances of water quality standards, 
we recommend that BIA and the Tribes assess the amount of off-site watering infrastructure 
and/or details of deferred-rotation grazing that would be needed to make a meaningful difference 
on fecal coliform or other grazing related water quality concerns. We recommend that the 
findings of any off-site watering or deferred-rotation grazing assessment be disclosed in the Final 
EIS and reflected as objectives or sub-objectives within the IRMP or Range Management Plan 
for the Colville Reservation. 
 
Response: The Range Program is currently in the process of developing conservation 
plans for the Reservation's range units. The plans will include inventories of the current 
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conditions of available forage and infrastructure. The information will be used to 
determine necessary improvements on a priority basis. The Range Program will 
coordinate with the Environmental Trust Department and the Tribes' Fisheries Program 
to address water quality issues involving fecal coliform and reduced riparian vegetation 
by installing riparian fencing, off-site watering sources and hard watering points or 
crossings. The conservation plans will also include appropriate deferred-rotation 
strategies based on range unit conditions. The Final EIS will include this information 
and a related objective and discussion will be included in the Rangeland section of the 
IRMP. 
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